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2014 AND 2015 WINNER
MOST EMPOWERED LISTED COMPANY

At Oceana, we are proud that we have turned our 
fishing rights into human rights through empowering 

our workers and supporting our communities.

Where some saw

we saw potential
fishing rights,

for human rights.

potential for

FOR THE SECOND CONSECUTIVE YEAR, THE MOST EMPOWERED LISTED COMPANY

2015 WINNER MOST EMPOWERED LISTED COMPANY
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We are almost at the end of what has been an intense year. While we still have a few weeks of hard work to navigate 
before we drop anchor for the holidays, I would like to reflect on some of the highlights to date. Oceana’s prize 
catch in 2015 must be the acquisition of Daybrook Fisheries, the United States’ second biggest processor of Gulf 
Menhaden fish. This was a major triumph for Oceana and provides the company with a platform to explore further 
expansion initiatives globally in addition to affording us the opportunity to increase diversification of our targeted 
fish species, product profile, operational footprint and currency exposure. With the deal valued at nearly R5 billion, 
this marks our biggest acquisition to date and puts us in the position of 6th biggest fishing company in the 
world. Another positive stemming from this deal is the increased levels of skills and knowledge transfer between 
Daybrook and Oceana which will have significant benefits for the South African economy.

Given Oceana’s strong balance sheet, we had been looking for a deal of this scale and potential for a while.  
Daybrook will account for approximately 40% of the annual Gulf Menhaden industry catch and this was an excellent 
opportunity to secure access to a sustainable and well managed fishing resource. Gulf Menhaden is used to 
produce fishmeal and fish oil; both of which are needed for aquaculture which is the fastest growing food segment 
in the world.

Following the acquisitions this year, I have decided to include the Group Overview, to reflect all the changes to our 
operations, which is reflected on page 2.

Oceana also landed a number of successes on local shores; we can all be proud of Lucky Star placing sixth in the 
Sunday Times’ Top Brand Awards, which goes to show just how entrenched this quality product is in the kitchens 
of millions of South Africans. But for me, the most impressive accolade must be claiming top position on the list 
of the top 100 empowered JSE-listed companies in the Independent’s Most Empowered Companies Survey. This 
is the second consecutive year that Oceana has been named as the Most Empowered JSE-listed Company and 
reveals the huge strides the Group has taken towards transformation since being ranked 70th in 2004. Now, nearly 
11 years later, Oceana is ranked Number 1 with a total B-BBEE score of 98.39 points which is an improvement from 
93.98 points in 2012.

With the implementation of the new B-BBEE Codes, we anticipated that Oceana’s B-BBEE score would drop this 
year to a Level 5 rating given the onerous requirements. I am really pleased to advise that we have achieved a Level 
2 rating in 2015, with a fantastic score of 97.81.

Oceana incorporates sustainability as a core principle because we know this is the only way to ensure we can 
continue to prosper and safeguard this valuable resource for future generations. As South Africa’s biggest fishing 
company, Oceana has taken the lead in championing initiatives that promote sustainable fishing practices and 
we are a founding member of the Responsible Fisheries Alliance. This is a unique partnership between WWF-SA, 
BirdLife South Africa and five of the biggest local fishing companies who have united under the banner of working 
together to ensure healthy ecosystems and responsible management of our country’s marine resources.

Sustainability is not only linked to managing fishing resources but is a core focus in everything we do across the 
business, and this means achieving real transformation within our ranks. The fishing industry is inextricably linked to 
the social, economic and cultural well-being of many coastal communities and South Africa in general. Oceana must 
implement strategies that will sustain and grow our business, and investing in human capital is crucial for a business 
to succeed in today’s marketplace. This year marked the seventh Oceana Empowerment Trust distribution, and 
a total of R7.5 million was shared out amongst 2 555 qualifying employee beneficiaries. We are sharing the value 
that the Oceana Group creates and view this as an essential blueprint to achieve socio-economic stability and the 
long-term sustainability of our business. 

The advantages of investing in human capital can never be fully quantified, but can be directly linked to increased 
productivity and loyalty. As at 30 September 2015, we have spent R17.9 million on training for staff in both South 
Africa and Namibia and I congratulate those who have taken this opportunity to learn and grow. I know it is not 
easy to study while working, but I hope those of you who have taken the time to do additional courses this year, 
however short or long, are using these new skills and reaping the benefits.

The proposed closure of the Hout Bay Fishmeal Factory was a challenging time for the whole company, and I am 
very proud of the way our staff and FAWU conducted themselves throughout the Section 189/consultation process. 
There was genuine motivation from the CCMA, our executive board, and the staff and their representative unions 
to reach consensus. This serves a perfect example of how effective engagement with important stakeholders such 
as the Hout Bay Civil Association, the Department of Public Works and the City of Cape Town can lead to a solution 
that serves the best interests of the wider community.

The cornerstone of Oceana’s success is our unwavering focus on converting fishing rights into human rights. 
A Company cannot stand in isolation from society – the long term success of our business depends on the value 
we offer to our shareholders, employees, customers and the communities within which we operate.

I would like to take this opportunity to wish all of you a peaceful festive season with your loved ones, and wish 
everyone health, wealth and happiness for next year.
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Born Nomaxabiso Norma Magongo and the eldest of three daughters, Norma grew up in Port 
Elizabeth. She joined Oceana group on 1st June 2015. 

Most of her career she spent in Johannesburg in the banking sector. Her last role before 
joining Oceana was HR Executive for Nedbank Business Banking and Retail Relationship 
Banking. Norma and her husband have twins who are 9 years old. 

Norma started off her career as a graduate in the Standard bank graduate programme. 
This has led to a passion in developing young talent. Norma has acted as mentor to young 
graduates and matriculants on learnerships focusing on building confidence and assisting to 
make their transition into corporate more seamless. Norma was attracted to Oceana by the 
great investment the company makes in its employees and the communities within which they 
operate. 

One of Norma’s focus areas at Oceana is developing future talent and improving the diversity 
of our employees at all levels to ensure the sustainability of the business in generations to 
come. She believes the role of HR is to enable the business to deliver results through its 
people and she and her team are constantly working on finding new and innovative ways of 
helping the business and its employees realise their aspirations.

She believes the Oceana group is a gem and is excited about being part of its growth story 
and is truly proud to be an ambassador of the Oceana brand. 

She and her team will be looking for every opportunity to showcase it to the world as an 
employer of choice.

M A N A G E M E N T  I N F O R M A T I O N

Oceana welcomes Norma Teyise

2

Oceana Group Overview
G R O U P  A N D  I N D U S T R Y  N E W S
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Etosha Fishing Top Manufacturer of 2014
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Hot on the heels of receiving top honours at the 
Namibian Standards Institutions (NSI) Awards as 
Quality Company of the Year Award, Etosha Fishing 
received the coveted Best Manufacturer of the Year 
Award at the Namibia Manufacturing Association 
(NMA) Awards held in Windhoek recently.
It also received the following awards: 

•	 NMA	Ambassador	Award:	Bronze

•	 NMA	Corporate	Manufacturer:	Silver

•	 NMA	Most	Environmentally	Friendly	Company:			
 Gold

“We are absolutely delighted. I have an excellent 
team who all worked hard to make 2014 an 
exceptional year for Etosha Fishing,” said MD Pieter 
Greeff at the awards ceremony.

According to the NMA, by honouring and 
recognising its members through a national annual 
event it aims to inspire and motivate its members 
to increase the awareness of the high standard of 
manufacturing in the country and the important 
role the sector is playing in wealth and job creation 
in Namibia and in the rest of the Southern African 
Development Community region.

According to the NMA, the 37 entries received this 
year exceeded the number and standard of entries 
compared to last year.

Winning team – Etosha Fishing received the honours of Best Manufacturer of the Year 2014 at the Namibia 
Manufacturing Association Awards held in Windhoek. From right to left: Pierre le Roux (Etosha Fishing 
Production Manager) ; Pieter Greeff (MD Etosha Fishing); Estelle van Dyk (Etosha Fishing Quality Manager); 
Hon Calle Schlettwein (Minister of Trade and Industry); Brian Black (NMA Board Chair) and Kobus Louw (FNB 
Manager Business). 

Etosha Fishing scooped up three awards at the NSI National Quality Awards 
held in Windhoek in 2014.

It also officially received the NSI Certificate of Registration for the use of the NSI 
Standards Mark of Conformity for its Efuta Maasbanker canned product range 
launched in the Namibian retail market at the beginning of the year.

THE QUALITY AWARDS RECEIVED INCLUDE:
Quality Company of the Year Award 
(Large Enterprise Winner) 

Awarded to registered companies which best reflect full commitment to applicable 
local and international high quality production practices and standards / norms. 

Namibian Exporter of the Year

Awarded to a company or organisation that has made significant progress in 
commencing or expanding exports to new or wider markets by introducing 
quality in their company. 

Namibian Individual Award for Quality awarded to 
Estelle van Dyk of Etosha Fishing

This award is given to an individual that has made significant input into Namibian 
standards, quality assurance, accreditation and metrology efforts.

The NSI National Quality Awards is aimed at recognising industries, enterprises 
and individuals who perform excellent on quality. The awards seek to motivate 
producers to put quality as the central focus of all their productions and to put 
quality at the forefront of their marketing agenda.

The first place winners will now challenge the other winners from the SADC 
Region at the Annual SADC Quality Awards later on this year.

Etosha Fishing Tops at 
NSI National Quality Awards 
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The Oceana Empowerment Trust 
changes lives across South Africa 
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Following the Oceana Group’s Empowerment Trust’s 
historic early payout of R292 million, a “Share your 
pay-out story” competition was run, to encourage 
the 2 650 beneficiaries to share how the money 
changed their lives.

An employee share ownership scheme, the Oceana 
Empowerment Trust was established in 2006 for the 
purpose of acquiring a significant equity interest in 
Oceana and to hold the shares for the economic 
empowerment of eligible employees. The Trust 
was intended to operate for the benefit of black 
employees, who are South African citizens that are 
permanently employed or employed as permanent 
seasonals within Oceana. The Trust holds 11.6% of 
the shares in Oceana.

“The aim of getting beneficiaries to share their stories 
was to hear how they have spent – or saved – the 
money, and how the early payout has changed their 
lives,” said Oceana Group CEO, Francois Kuttel.

Entrants stood the chance of winning one of five 
vouchers, with a combined value of R100 000. More 
than 300 entries from across the group were received 
from both current and former employees. A rigorous 
selection and verification process took place – a 
more difficult task than initially anticipated.

The stories shared were emotive and expressed 
gratitude for the life-changing payout. Each entrant 
had taken the time to share intimate details of 
their lives. “I applaud the beneficiaries for taking 
cognisance of the voluntary financial training 

provided to them prior the payout. It is comforting 
to know that the investment towards the training had 
an end result,” said Kuttel.

The winners received their prizes at a special breakfast 
held at the Mount Nelson Hotel on the 29th of May 
2015. Our keynote speaker was his Grace, Bishop 
Makgoba, the Anglican Archbishop of Southern Africa. 
“Trying to identify the ‘best’ story proved difficult and 
we felt it was impossible to limit the winners to only 
five, so we increased it to ten winners.” The value 
of the prizes increased to R125 000. The recurring 
theme of the stories were that of debt settled, homes 
renovated, investments made and communities being 
uplifted through donations by beneficiaries. “This was 
not just from the winning stories but across all stories 
as each story changed lives in unique ways.” 

Some of the stories confirmed the impact the payout 
has had, citing how beneficiaries prioritised and  
settled their home loans, paid lobola and increased  
their ability to take care of their families. It boosted  
egos and improved health as aresult of leading 
debt-free lives, with dreams realised sooner than 
anticipated for some and others investing to create a 
brighter future for their children.

The ululation during the announcement of the winners 
was an audible expression of the gratitude for the 
payout as dreams became a reality.

“Reading these stories was heart-warming and their 
impact will remain in our minds as we go about our daily 
work, inspiring us to continue to create value for our 
shareholders,” concluded Kuttel.

WINNERS PROFILES

Jennifer Mathaise 
CCS Logistics, City Deep 

R40 000 vouchers

Simon Gcinokwakhe Siwisa
Lambert’s Bay Foods

 Lambert’s Bay

Khimishi Tukutezi
Lucky Star, St. Helena Bay 

R30 000 vouchers

Zamikhaya Mconase
Calamari Fishing

Port Elizabeth

Buzelwa Mqeni
CCS Logistics, Cape Town

R20 000 vouchers

Nontobeko Mkhungeki
Lucky Star, St Helena Bay

Gadija Bowman
Oceana Group, Cape Town

R5000 vouchers

Olivia Pietersen
CCS Logistics, V&A Cape Town

Majaji Hlophe
Lucky Star, Hout Bay

R5000 vouchers

Enid Boys
Lucky Star, St Helena Bay
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Kevin Changoo, Lucky Star’s Process Engineering 
Manager, is tasked with ensuring that the website 
remains relevant and informative. 

This is what he had to say 
about the website:

Why was the website created?

This website was developed by Oceana to inform the 
community and other stakeholders about the factory, 
its history and operations as well as procedures and 
systems. 

It is a tool, together with other group initiatives, 
that is intended to facilitate better communication 
between stakeholders and thereby improve relations 
between the factory and the community.

Can you tell us about the factory 
and its operation?

The factory produces fishmeal and oil from small 
pelagic fish (anchovy and red-eye herring). Fishmeal 
is produced by drying the whole fish after cooking 
and then grinding it. It is a relatively simple process 
that also involves the separation and storage of the 
by-product, fish oil.

The fishmeal production process comprises three 
basic phases; namely indirect steam cooking, 
pressing of the cooked fish matter, and indirect 
drying. Ultimately, the process is a reduction of 
raw fish into fishmeal and fish oil, both of which are 
crucial ingredients used in the specialised animal and 
aqua feed industry. 

At every stage, controls are in place to minimise 
unsavoury emissions and to ensure the quality of the 
ultimate product.

Fishmeal factory website 
engages with community

What is fishmeal?

Fishmeal is a nutrient-rich, high-protein, supplement 
feed ingredient that stores well, and is very important 
in the production of animal and aquaculture feed, as 
well as premium agricultural fertilizer. Fish oil is a by-
product of the fishmeal production process, and is 
also in high demand in the aquaculture, agricultural, 
chemical and pharmaceutical industries.

How does fishmeal compare to other protein 
sources?

Any complete diet must contain some protein, but 
the nutritional value of the protein relates directly 
to its amino acid composition and digestibility. 
The amino acid profile of fishmeal makes this feed 
ingredient attractive as a protein supplement. There 
are other alternative ingredients already in use such 
as soybeans, barley, rice, peas, canola, lupine, wheat 
gluten, corn gluten, other various plant proteins, 
yeast, insects and algae. However, it must be noted 
that the alternatives cannot match the superior 
amino acid composition and digestibility of fishmeal, 
and the early rate of development of farmed animals 
that have it as part of their diet.

What can one find when logging onto the website?

Information relating to the plant’s history, production 
processes, sustainable business practices, community 
involvement and the factory’s environmental 
management plan can be found on the website.  
A blog with live updates about the factory’s pertinent 
production information, communication regarding 
equipment failures and process interruptions can    
be accessed. Visitors to the site also have the 
option to log comments and notify us of any odour 
complaints which, as per the factory’s Atmospheric 
Emission License, are then added to the site’s odour 
complaint register.

What odour control systems are in place 
at the plant?

The plant has a complex odour abatement system in 
place, which employs the use of sea water scrubbers, 
chemical scrubbers and gas incineration to reduce 
gaseous emissions.

While the plant employs various odour suppression 
technologies to target and minimise odour, the plant 
has a characteristic fishmeal-processing smell. This 
is especially noticeable during periods of overcast 
and low ambient temperate, during periods with 
wind direction towards residential areas and during 
periods of windless conditions. 

Other elements of the odour suppression system 
include enclosed and refrigerated fish holding tanks 
at fish intake phase as well as bag filters in the 
bagging phase. While the plant employs all of the 
above technology to target and minimise odour, it 
cannot completely eliminate the smell of fishmeal 
processing. 

What is the source of the smell during the fishmeal 
process?

The smell comes mainly from the driers, where hot 
air passes over the cooked fish matter and in the 
process emits odorous vapours that are entrained 
in the air stream. The fishmeal factory collects all 
emissions generated during production and channels 
it through a high-capacity seawater scrubber. 

This assists in condensing the odourous vapour 
and all remaining vapour is then channelled to a 
balancing tank which divides the gases either in a 
two-phase chemical scrubbing system or into four 
boilers for gas combustion. An oxidising agent is 
used for chemical scrubbing in order to react and 
minimise the odourous compounds.

The factory receives negative attention from 
community stakeholders due to the characteristic 
fish odour that some consider offensive. Besides 
the website what other strategy does the company 
employ to communicate this to the stakeholders?

Earlier in 2014, Francois Kuttel, the CEO of Oceana 
Group, was interviewed on the Republic of Hout Bay 
Radio Station. He also wrote an open letter to the 
community in the Sentinel and addressed key issues 
related to the factory and its operation.

In August 2014 Oceana held a Community Stakeholder 
Meeting with key Hout Bay stakeholders. The primary 
aim was to communicate matters regarding the 
nature of the plant operation and its characteristic 
smell in order to facilitate better understanding 
between the company and the community.

What can Oceana employees and stakeholders do 
regarding the website?

We encourage all stakeholders to visit the website 
(www.fishmealfactory.co.za) to learn more about 
the factory’s operations. They can also add their 
names to the stakeholder alert list in order to receive 
plant updates.

Oceana Group operates a fishmeal factory in Hout Bay which was 

established in 1958 at the time when Hout Bay was still a small 

and rural fishing village. The factory is located in a proclaimed 

fishing harbour within the legislated Hout Bay industrial zone.
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As of March 2015, the IT department has implemented a 
24/7 Helpdesk service to accommodate business units that 
operate on a 24/7 basis. This means that users can log calls 
with the help desk at any point in time.

Over the last few months the IT department 
has been transitioning into their new roles and 
responsibilities, as part of their recent restructure.

The main objective of this restructure is to create 
efficiencies and improved productivity.

Over and above the internal restructure, IT has 
outsourced part of their operations to Dimension 
Data. The decision to outsource has resulted in the 
following benefits:

•	 24/7	Monitoring	and	Environment	Management

•	 Allow	the	internal	team	to	focus	on	Oceana	Core	Activities
 - Eg.  Preparation of future expansions

•	 Future	Cost	and	Efficiency	Savings
 - Rapid growth and potential take on of additional companies, will allow us to perform at a 

consistent and managed cost

•	 Staffing	Flexibility
 - Outsourcing will allow operations that have seasonal or cyclical demands to bring in 

additional resources when we need them, and release them when complete

•	 Continuity	and	Risk	Management
 - Outsourcing will provide a level of continuity to Oceana, reducing the risk that a standard 

level of operation will bring

•	 Internal	Staff	Development
 - On-site outsourcing of projects will bring people with the skills we need to work alongside 

our team, where the latter can acquire a new skill set

The intention of the relationship with Dimension Data is to assist Oceana in developing a world class 
IT infrastructure environment which will support the business at an operational and strategic level.

24/7 Helpdesk and Support Service

IT STRUCTURE 
AND OUTSOURCED 
SERVICES

Below is a table which describes how we prioritise Incidents:

Incidents with a priority level of Critical or High will be 
handed over to a Technician/Support Analyst after the normal 
working hours of 7am to 5pm and incidents with a Medium or 
Low priority will be acknowledged by a Support Analyst the 
next business day.

 PREVIOUS CURRENT

Business hours 8am – 5pm 7am – 6pm
defined

Business hours 2 resources Unlimited resources 
 onsite offsite
 8am – 5pm 24/7

After hours Not supported 6pm – 7am

This new approach has resulted in an after-hours Service Desk and Support offering, and has 
produced business benefits such as:

•	 Operational	efficiencies
•	 Improvement	in	the	quality	of	IT	services
•	 Expectations	management

CRITICALITY DEFINITION
 
Priority Critical Priority Critical is indicated by one or more of the following:

	 •	 Major	business	impact	(non-trivial	loss	of	revenue,	non-trivial	
  expense impact, widespread incident)

	 •	 Normal	business	operations	cannot	be	conducted

	 •	 Multiple	end	users	are	unable	to	run	a	production	application

Priority High  Priority High is indicated by one or more of the following:

	 •	 Substantial	business	impact

	 •	 Normal	business	operations	are	severely	impeded

	 •	 The	application/system	functionality	is	severely	limited	for	multiple	
  end users

	 •	 The	application/system	has	experienced	continual	or	repeated	incidents

 
Priority Medium  Priority Medium is indicated by one or more of the following:

	 •	 Limited	business	impact

	 •	 Normal	business	operations	are	minimally	impeded

	 •	 The	end	user	is	able	to	run	the	application	but	has	lost	some	functionality

	 •	 The	incident	is	not	continual	or	repeated	

Priority Low  Severity 4 is indicated by one or more of the following:

	 •	 Minimal	business	impact

	 •	 Normal	business	operations	are	minimally	impeded

	 •	 Single	or	minimal	users	are	impacted

	 •	 The	incident	is	not	continual	or	repeated
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For most Oceana employees, the term Shared Services may still be unfamiliar. 
Many companies across the world are implementing a Shared Services model, 
whereby various back office functions and processes such as IT, Finance and 
Accounting, Human Resources, and Procurement are moved into a central 
environment. This positions the organisation for future growth, improves 
service delivery, and realises efficiencies.
 
Additional benefits of a shared service centre include improved career 
opportunities for staff and greater understanding of the wider group, efficient 
processing with reduced errors, better practice operations and a continuous 
improvement culture, improved governance and control and scalability and 
ability to rapidly integrate.

The Oceana Shared Services project has been dubbed Project Shoal and is 
in full swing, with the following key activities being completed since the 
launch in January 2015:

•	 Assembling	 a	 Project	 Team	 and	 Project	 Steering	Committee,	 comprising	
Oceana staff and KPMG consultants.

•	 Armand	 de	 Vries,	 KPMG	 Management	 Consultant	 was	 appointed	 as	 
Project Manager.

•	 Conducted	numerous	workshops	with	the	Finance	 leadership	and	staff	 to	
better explain the concept of the Shared Services framework.

•	 Drafting	and	signing	off	a	project	plan	and	project	charter.

•	 Completing	 the	 “As-Is”	 assessment	 phase	 of	 the	 “Procure-to-Pay”	 (P2P)	
cycle in order to gain a better understanding on how processes are 
currently performed across the group, how many people are involved, 
what technologies are used and what the different geographical location 
complexities are.

•	 Commencing	 the	 “Design-Phase”	 of	 the	 P2P	 cycle	 which	 will	 effectively	
design the manner in which the future state environment will look.

Project Shoal aims to have the P2P (Accounts Payable specifically) function fully 
implemented early within the 2016 financial year. Thereafter, other functions 
including Treasury, Tax, Fixed Assets and Accounts Receivable will follow, with 
the project going live by December 2015. 

The Project Shoal team has received positive feedback to date and continues 
to require employee co-operation to make this a successful endeavor. Staff is 
asked to contact the team and provide feedback on what they feel is working 
and what they feel can be improved. Building a world class Shared Services 
Centre is a team effort. 

Staff members with any questions or comments can e-mail shoal@oceana.co.za. 
Alternatively, you can contact any of the Project Team members: Armand de 
Vries (KPMG), Annaat Rossouw (KPMG), Robynne Schneider, Anthea Jacobs, 
Sandra Harris, Irfaan Parker and Rafique Jassiem.

Oceana re-aligns 
GROUP FINANCE WITH PROJECT SHOAL
Since the decision last year to establish a 

Finance Shared Services Function to improve 

processes, quality of information and enable 

them to service the Group more effectively, a 

number of activities have taken place. 

The Oceana Group welcomes Rafique Jassiem as the company’s first Group Procurement 
Manager.

He comes to the Cape after having spent 15 years working in Johannesburg, and brings 
with him a range of expertise in the industry, having previously held positions such as Group 
Executive for Supply Chain Management of IT at Vodacom as well as the Head of Strategic 
Sourcing at Standard Bank.

“My role as Group Procurement Manager is to create a central competence around 
procurement within Oceana,” said Rafique.  Of his many challenges he will be focussing on 
defining and implementing central processes and policies to guide the way Oceana handles 
procurement as a company.  “I feel the real challenge we face at Oceana is to break down 
silos and operate more as a group to ensure we create opportunities for synergy and savings.”

Rafique believes procurement is valuable to Oceana as it allows for significant cost savings 
within the business by consolidating demand and leveraging the group’s buying power. 
Procurement also assists in managing risks related to third party spend.

Among Rafique’s many goals, he would like to create a best in industry procurement 
organisation. “Success will mean we achieve significant costs savings, implement efficient 
processes and systems, reduce the amount of paperwork and manual approvals and deliver a 
sustainable and more robust environment with suppliers.” 

Outside of the office, Rafique is a keen runner who, this year, completed his first Comrades 
Marathon. Originally from Cape Town, he is happy to return to living in the “most beautiful 
city in the world” with his wife, two sons and daughter.

Welcome
Oceana appoints its first Group Procurement Manager
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This year’s R4.6 billion acquisition deal which saw the Oceana Group Limited take 100% ownership of the US-based Daybrook fisheries and 

25% of Westbank LLC marked the Company’s biggest expansion into the US market.

 “Oceana is in the business of growing our operations 
and we are always on the look-out for solid, 
sustainable opportunities to expand internationally,” 
said Oceana Group CEO, Francois Kuttel. “This 
transaction allows us to diversify the fish species we 
target, as well as adding value to our product profile, 
operational geography and currency exposure. 
Thanks to our strong financial performance and a 
healthy balance sheet we were in the perfect position 
to pursue an acquisition of this scale.”

Daybrook fisheries operates out of Empire, Louisiana, 
and catch Gulf Menhaden fish which they process 
into fishmeal and fish oil. The company’s current 
operations account for nearly 40% of the annual Gulf 
Menhaden industry catch and their proximity to the 
Port of New Orleans, as well as other Gulf of Mexico 
ports, enables the competitive export of its products 
to China, other Asian countries, Europe, and Latin 
America. 

Daybrook has an excellent track record of superior 
margins and strong cash generation, operating a fleet 
of 11 vessels and 10 single Cessna aircraft delivering 
fish to a fishmeal plant with capacity of 110 tons 
per hour. The processing plant assets and sales and 

administrative functions are owned by Daybrook, 
while the fishing vessels and spotter plane operations 
are owned by a wholly owned subsidiary, Westbank. 
Westbank holds the fishing licenses, which are not 
subject to an individual quota allocation system that 
exists in South Africa.

Oceana CFO Imraan Soomra, who was part of the 
team that successfully concluded the deal State side, 
was particularly impressed with Daybrook’s quality of 
the shore-based production assets, their dedication 
to sustainability and their management of their 
staff. Soomra also points to Daybrook’s excellent 
track record of superior margins and strong cash 
generation as particularly strong selling points that 
helped sway Oceana’s decision to make an offer. 

 “This really is an opportunity for us to acquire access 
to a sustainable and well-managed fishing resource. 
Fishmeal and fish oil are high-protein ingredients in 
feed for aquaculture one of the fastest growing food 
production segments in the world. Global supply of 
fishmeal and fish oil is constrained and when coupled 
with increased demand for fish as an important 
source of animal protein for human consumption, 
expectations are that fishmeal and fish oil prices will 

continue to show steady growth. This acquisition 
fits neatly with our strategy of increasing returns by 
anticipating market trends,” remarks Soomra.

One of the long term benefits of this transaction is 
the positive impact on skills and knowledge being 
transferred between South Africa and the USA. 
According to Soomra, Daybrook’s expertise in fishing 
and processing a species that is new to Oceana will 
allow for considerable skills transfer to our company. 
“We intend to leverage our management expertise 
to ensure that the transaction is successful and 
ultimately provides benefits to the South African 
economy.”

“I trust this acquisition will be one of many of 
Oceana’s successful large scale transactions in my 
tenure as CEO,” remarks Kuttel. “We believe that 
Daybrook offers us the profile and scale to deliver 
required risk adjusted returns and we are constantly 
evaluating new opportunities in South Africa, in the 
rest of Africa and on the global stage where we 
can continue to provide sustainable growth in our 
company.”

Oceana makes a splash in 
the USA with acquisition 
of Daybrook Fisheries
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Oceana has focused on ensuring that it supports government’s objectives on transformation since  2004 which is before the South African codes on broad-based black 
economic empowerment (B-BBEE) were promulgated (and before much of the present policy framework was in place). Oceana developed a proactive and focused 
transformation strategy aimed at benefitting the right people for the right reasons. Our solid focus on improving our empowerment credentials resulted in Oceana 
Group being recognised as the Most Empowered Listed Company on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange in 2014.

Ensuring highly credible empowerment credentials is critical to Oceana retaining its commercial fishing rights, which is akin to having a licence to operate. The Oceana 
Empowerment Trust (the Trust) was established in 2006 to advance Oceana’s transformation strategy. It has 2 647 black beneficiaries holding 13.8 million shares in 
Oceana through the Trust which represents 10.2% of Oceana’s total issued shares. The Trust reflects real broad-based empowerment which has been delivered not only 
directly to our employees, but also to the communities in which they live, and in which we operate.

Since 2006 the Trust has enjoyed a steady increase in value creation, as the table below shows:

In April 2014 the Trust received a cheque for R292 
million from the Oceana Group for distribution to 
employee beneficiaries of the Trust. Tangible and 
significant value created through harvesting fishing 
rights was unlocked and converted into broad-based 
shared value.

“Through Oceana complying with government’s 
Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment 
(B-BBEE) policy a genuine success story has emerged, 
in the form of the Trust,” said Lea Conrad, Oceana 
Empowerment Trust Chairman. 

“The payout was life changing for many beneficiaries; 
it was not planned for or expected. Most of us  
did not grow up with parents who owned shares  
or even understood how the stock market works, 
but now 2 647 employee beneficiaries hold rights  
to shares in a JSE listed company and each  
beneficiary has been able to share in the wealth  
we have helped to create.”

Importantly, B-BBEE is not only about ownership. It 
is about changing the demographic profile of the 
workforce, investing in skills development initiatives, 
procuring from B-BBEE compliant suppliers, 
investing in and supporting small and medium sized 
enterprises and investing in community initiatives. 
Oceana is able to show an improvement in each of 
these areas compared to 2014, which is possible only 

How compliance with broad-based empowerment 
legislation and policy has impacted Oceana, 

our employees and the economy

because of the efforts made by employees across 
all divisions and the commitment by the collective 
leadership team.

“By driving transformation and localisation strategies, 
Oceana is able to deliver value to a broad group of 
stakeholders, and thereby contribute to our goal of 
being the most efficient convertor of fishing rights 
into value in Africa,” said Francois Kuttel, Oceana 
Group CEO. “Stakeholders that benefit from these 
strategies include in particular our shareholders, 
employees, the communities in which we operate, 
and the suppliers and small and medium-sized 
enterprises with whom we develop relationships.”

Oceana continues to invest significantly in upskilling 
its workforce. In 2015 recognised training expenditure 
on all black employees amounted to R16,7 million.
As a responsible employer, workshops were held to 
ensure that the implications of the New Employment 
Equity Act Amendments and Regulations have been 
understood and measured.

The graduate development programme within 
CCS Logistics included a new logistics graduate 
programme. Graduates progressed from trainee 
level to become permanent employees. 

Apprenticeships are ongoing at Lambert’s Bay Foods 
to ensure we build a pipeline of qualified artisans. At 

Empowerment is a tool for the growth and sustainability of the South African economy. It supports 
job creation, global competitiveness and economic growth. It also has the potential to reduce 
the burden on entrepreneurs and help to create a more skilled workforce.

the group head office, managers received practical 
hands-on training, covering management skills 
such as coaching, delegating, feedback, discipline, 
planning, time management, organising and leading, 
as well as relevant technical training.

Our focus on maximising purchases from compliant 
B-BBEE companies, qualifying small enterprises 
(QSEs), black-owned and black-women-owned 
companies, has resulted in 93,4% of our total 
measured spend being procured from empowering 
suppliers, exceeding the dti’s target of 70%. 

Oceana’s main contribution to enterprise develop-
ment has been through joint ventures (JV’s) with other 
smaller fishing operators and supply arrangements. 
The initiatives included loans, advances, favourable 
discounts, free rental and administration support to 
black-owned entities.

The above graph reflects some of what Oceana has 
done to comply with B-BBEE legislation. It shows 
that Oceana is a worthy recipient of fishing rights. 
We have succeeded in converting those fishing rights 
into broad-based value, revenues to the national 
fiscus, our corporate responsibility obligations and 
duties to our shareholders.
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The B-BBEE Act makes allowance for companies 
guilty of fronting to be fined 10% of their annual 
turnover and all individuals who had knowledge 
of the fronting activity or are deemed to have 
knowledge attract criminal liability with a maximum 
fine of a 10 year prison sentence. 

Another significant amendment was section 10 of 
the Act, which compels every organ of state and 
public entity to apply the Codes of Good Practice in 
determining the qualification criteria for the issuing 
of licenses, concessions or other authorisations in 
terms of economic activity. 

This is of great importance to the Oceana Group 
as our business is dependent on the allocation of 
fishing rights. The allocation of rights should now 
take the B-BBEE scorecard of the applicant into 
account unless an exemption is granted to the 
Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries by 
the Minister of the Department of Trade and Industry. 
The importance of the B-BBEE scorecard and the 
accuracy of the B-BBEE verification process for the 
Oceana Group has thus increased significantly. 

Revised Codes of Good Practice

In October 2013 the Revised Codes of Good Practice 
were issued. The Revised Codes depart dramatically 
from the 2011 Codes, introducing new concepts 
such as priority elements, Empowering Suppliers and 
Supplier Development. 

Most of the targets per element have been adjusted 
upwards, with a massive emphasis on development 
of Small and Medium sized Enterprises (SME’s) 
throughout the scorecard. Procurement Recognition 
level bands are also narrowed, resulting in a lower 
ranking in level in relation to the number of points 
obtained. 

While no verifications have been performed against 
the Revised Codes Scorecard as yet, most within the 
industry anticipate an average of a two to three level 
drop for companies from their current BEE score. 

When one pairs this with the increased importance 
of the Oceana Group’s B-BBEE status level for the 
rights allocation process, the need for continued 
focus on improving our B-BBEE credentials is a 
business imperative. 

The good news is that the challenges detailed 
above will be experienced by all companies across 
South Africa. This provides a great opportunity as 
companies that adapt quickly will reap substantial 
rewards.

Four years after the B-BBEE Act was issued, the 
business community had a standard to be measured 
against. The process of B-BBEE verification was 
however beset with many inconsistent interpretations 
as the first nine BEE Verification Agencies were only 
accredited in February 2009. 

As more verification agencies were accredited 
following the first batch, inconsistencies on the Codes 
of Good Practice were addressed through a uniform 
interpretation thereof as guided by the South African 
National Accreditation System (SANAS) yearly audits 
of BEE Verification Agencies. 

The South African business community enthusiastically 
embraced the challenge for the most part, with 
the average BEE-rating obtaining Level 4 (100% 
compliance) status by 2011. The Oceana Group 
embraced it more than most, committing significant 
resources to ensure the best possible B-BBEE rating. 
Several systems were put in place across all divisions 
within the group, creating a keen awareness of the 
challenges the BEE scorecard posed. 

The reward for this came in 2014 when the Oceana 
Group was awarded the coveted Most Empowered 
Listed Company title by Mail and Guardian. 

Amendment of B-BBEE Act

In November 2011 the Broad-Based Black Economic 
Empowerment Act 53 of 2003 was amended. The 
concept of ‘fronting’ was introduced and is defined 
as the practice of presenting false evidence or 
misrepresentation of evidence aimed at maximising 
BEE-scoring. 

 Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment 
 Act 53 of 2003

The B-BBEE Act was passed in 2004, signalling the 
advent of legislation on black empowerment. While 
providing a skeleton of policy intent and definitions, 
it did not address the measurement of B-BBEE 
compliance. 

This power was abdicated to the Minister of the 
Department of Trade and industry via section 9 of 
the Act.

Draft Codes of Good Practice

November 2005 saw the first draft of the Codes 
of Good Practice issued, with the first generic 
scorecard, detailing the seven elements that B-BBEE 
is to be measured against. A prolonged commentary 
period followed, with input sought from the general 
public and the business community.

 Codes of Good Practice

The B-BBEE Codes of Good Practice were finally 
gazetted on 9 February 2007. As they were issued 
in terms of section 9(1) of the B-BBEE Act they were 
legally enforceable. 

The codes retained the basic premise of the generic 
scorecard as set out in the draft codes. The codes 
introduced a simplified Qualifying Small Enterprise 
scorecard and allowed for the automatic recognition 
levels ascribed to Exempted Micro Enterprises. 

G R O U P  A N D  I N D U S T R Y  N E W S

Changing B-BBEE empowerment legislation and its

IMPACT ON OCEANA
Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE) has 
undergone rapid transitions in a very short space of time, 
legislatively speaking. This has posed significant opportunities 
and threats to all transacting in the South African business 
sphere, the Oceana Group being no exception. The timeline 
below details the evolution of B-BBEE.

Oceana is on track to achieve the Department of Labour Employment Equity 
targets for 2016, which comes at the end of our five year plan. Another area of 
achievement is the increase in female employees, and we are proud of the fact 
that we have managed to successfully include women in all areas of our business 
including technical roles such as forklift and reach truck drivers, engineers and 
maintenance technicians.

Oceana embraces Employment Equity
Looking back over the past five years, one can clearly see that the Oceana Group is on a successful path in terms of real transformation at all levels 
of the business. Tracking transformation between 2010 and 2015 has shown a positive picture develop, and as at the end of 2014 our statistics 
show growth in middle, senior and top categories of management.

Management Category Percentage Equity Employees Percentage comparison Department of Labour
 (African, Asian and Coloured) to 2010 2015 Targets

Top Management 50% 37% increase 50%

Senior Management 31.43% 12.08% increase  50%

Middle Management 63.31% 14.59% increase  66.67%

While we acknowledge that we are not at the end of our transformation journey, 
we are very proud of how far we have come and are committed to continuing 
towards even greater progress as we go forward on this journey.
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The Amended Code Series 400 of the Revised Codes of Good Practice 
introduces the concept of ‘Empowering Suppliers’ through the Enterprise 
and Supplier Development element. 

The points available for Preferential Procurement are divided into five sub-
categories, totalling 25 out of the available 44 points for the Enterprise 
and Supplier Development element. All sub-categories require that 
suppliers with whom we incur expenditure have the status of ‘Empowering 
Suppliers’.

The concept is thus crucial for any entity wishing to be B-BBEE rated. 
Expenditure can only be measured under this element if the suppliers of 
goods and services are Empowering Suppliers.

An Empowering Supplier is a supplier which is:

•	 B-BBEE	compliant,

•	 Complies	with	all	regulatory	requirements	of	the	country	and

•	 Should	meet	at	least	three	(if	it	is	a	large/	generic	company)	or	one	(if	the	
turnover is under R50 million) criteria:

With the advent of the Revised Codes of Good Practice, industry has to realign 
its Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE) strategies to conform 
to the requirements of these revised codes.

The Revised Codes have introduced three priority elements, which has led to 
increased focus being placed on measuring:

•	 The	effective	ownership	of	entities	by	black	people	(Ownership), 

•	 Initiatives	designed	 to	develop	 the	 competencies	 of	 black	 employees	 and	
black people internally and externally (Skills Development); 

•	 The	 extent	 to	 which	 entities	 buy	 goods	 and	 services	 from	 Empowering	
Suppliers with strong B-BBEE recognition levels; and

•	 The	extent	 to	which	enterprises	develop	suppliers	and	 invest	 in	enterprise	
development initiatives intended to assist and accelerate the growth 
and sustainability of black-owned enterprises (Enterprise and Supplier 
Development). 

The rest of the scorecard is made up of Management and Control (a combination 
of what was previously Management and Control and Employment Equity) and 
Socio Economic Development.

Retaining current highly credible empowerment credentials is critical to our 
business, so it is imperative that our strategies are aligned with these revised codes.

We aim to continue our current position as a sector leader in terms of our 
transformation and localisation credentials, thereby enabling the group to lead 
empowerment initiatives in the fishing industry and positioning Oceana in the 
correct light, both in regards to retention of fishing rights and for the future 
acquisition of rights.

For the alignment to occur a change in the existing strategy is necessary. The 
goal posts have shifted and the bulls eye is a little to the left. New processes will 
have to be introduced and existing methods modified. Additional responsibilities 
will have to be taken on and time given to apply new initiatives. Discussions and 
debates will be held and costs will be incurred.

What are EMPOWERING SUPPLIERS?

Change in strategy to meet the 
B-BBEE requirements

1. Local procurement

 At least 25% of cost of sales (excluding labour cost and depreciation) 
must be procured from local producers or local suppliers in South Africa.  
For the service industry labour cost is included (but capped to 15%).

2. Job creation

 50% of jobs created are for Black people, provided that the number of 
Black employees since the last date of B-BBEE verification is maintained.

3. Beneficiation

 At least 25% transformation of raw material/beneficiation which includes 
local manufacturing, production and/or assembly, and/or packaging.

4. Skills transfer

 At least spend 12 days per annum of productivity deployed in assisting 
Black EME and QSE beneficiaries to increase their operation or financial 
capacity.

Exempted Micro Enterprises and Start Ups are automatically afforded the 
Empowering Supplier status.

A SUMMARY TO THE STRATEGY PER ELEMENT IS AS FOLLOWS:

Ownership

Retaining the company’s black-owned status will be imperative. Continuous 
engagement with the key shareholders i.e. Brimstone Investment Corporation, 
Tiger Brands and the Oceana Empowerment Trust, on their own black 
shareholding will be a focus area. Engagement with the Department of Trade 
and Industry and the verification agency on the ownership calculation will also 
be key.

Management Control

Working towards meeting the regional Employee Assistance Programme targets 
as stipulated by Statistics SA will be the focus area for each management level 
and each racial group.

Skills Development

Both short term and long term training initiatives are to be implemented in line 
with the new targets. The revised codes envisage a new focus area being training 
of unemployed people within the areas the business operates in. Additional 
points can be scored for absorbing these unemployed people and the learners 
after the completion of their learnerships, into the business.

Enterprise and Supplier Development

Suppliers will have to be categorised as Empowering Suppliers. It will be 
necessary to identify opportunities to develop black-owned and black women-
owned suppliers as enterprise development beneficiaries.

Socio Economic Development

The revised codes require that investments be made with the specific objective 
of facilitating income generating activities for the targeted beneficiaries. 
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Lucky Star has learnt that Kenya is one of the more urbanised countries in Africa with the largest GDP in 
both central and southeast Africa. The middle class is also increasing substantially. Kenya has a diverse 
inland and coastal landscape.

“Having done extensive research on Kenya and its consumers, we learnt that there was an opportunity in 
the market. Although canned fish is available in the market, it was perceived, by locals, to be expensive 
and of low quality. The research confirmed that the canned fish category was not known in the Kenyan 
market due to no canned fish culture. This allowed us to realise that the Kenyans needed a new canned 
fish brand that was affordable and filled with protein. This is when Lucky Star decided to launch in Kenya. 
Learning from the success of Lucky Star in South Africa, along with the opportunity in the market, we 
anticipate the success of Lucky Star in Kenya to be similar to South Africa,” says Andrew Plastow, Global 
Sales and Marketing Manager.

Along with the promise of ‘Real Fish. Real Goodness’, Lucky Star provides a ready-to-eat affordable protein 
in two different nutritious sauces; tomato and pili-pili (chili). 

Our launch plan has been running successfully with TV, radio and below-the-line communication as well 
as activations. There’s also a new website just for Lucky Star Kenya, filled with great tips and local recipes 
made with Lucky Star.  

We’ve also made sure that we have high-visibility in both formal and informal stores.

The activations and communication will continue resulting in the growth of our product in the market.

The amount of research and funding that Lucky Star has put in place, will allow us to grow sustainably in 
the country while ensuring that we become part of local Kenyan’s daily diet.

As local Kenyans start to become more familiar with the culture of eating fish out of a can, they will buy 
Lucky Star while learning about the diversity of the product. This will result in increased sales.

“The Lucky Star Team is excited in this new adventure and cannot wait to see the growth of Lucky Star 
in Kenya, as well as the continued global growth of this amazing product,” says Lucky Star’s International 
Brand manager, Natasha Maphanga.

Kenya gets a taste of Lucky Star
Lucky Star continues to grow internationally and with sustainability in mind, it has become a loved 
and iconic brand. The past two years has seen the Lucky Star brand tapping into the African 
market in line with the international growth strategy. Kenya is experiencing a taste of Lucky Star 
and the brand has become recognisable in countries such as Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, 
Zambia, and Zimbabwe.
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“Lucky Star was tasked to kick things up another gear 
following the ‘Be Mega’ campaign and find an impactful way 
of appealing to our youth given that they will be the future 
of our brand. Not only did we get tasked with needing 
to appeal to a younger market, we also need to ensure a 
growth of 4% over the next year,” says Jane Mackrill, Brand 
Manager.

In order to do this, the Super Food Campaign was born. 
Lucky Star builds better bodies and sharper minds. If 
everybody ate Lucky Star all the time, the world would be 
filled with beautiful, intelligent people. The kind of people 
we all aspire to be. It’s Super Food for Super People.

“We’ve created a larger-than-life TV commercial with some 
of the most Super People around in South Africa. We’re 
also going to be on radio stations and billboards around the 
country and we’re constantly interacting with consumers 
through exciting events, trade shows, trade promotions, 
broadsheet advertising and more recently, through the 
rapidly growing Facebook and Twitter communities,” adds 
Andrew.

This campaign is going to introduce the younger generation 
to this iconic brand making it relevant, fresh and exciting. 

So join us as we take a step toward SUPER with Lucky 
Star. Super Food.

Lucky Star 
FOOD CAMPAIGN
2015 brings an exciting year for Lucky 
Star as we embark on a new and 
exciting through-the-line campaign, 
which brings to life the iconic Pilchard 
Tomato can and concept of Lucky Star 
being a Super Food. 

Oceana Group applied for and was allocated 
fishing rights in the following sectors:

•	 Hake	Trawl

•	 Horse	Mackerel

•	 Small	Pelagic

•	 Squid

•	 West	Coast	Rock	Lobster

•	 South	Coast	Rock	Lobster	

•	 Longline	Hake	

Squid rights were allocated for a period of eight 
years. During 2013, DAFF called for applicants in the 

Fishing Rights Allocation Process 
(“FRAP”)	2015/16

squid sector and Oceana was again successful with 
our application.

The fishing rights held by the Group in the hake 
inshore, horse mackerel and west coast rock lobster 
sectors expire at the end of 2015, with those fishing 
rights in the small pelagic, hake deep sea trawl, 
south coast rock lobster and squid sectors expiring 
in 2020.

On 10 February 2015 the Minister, Senzeni Zokwana, 
announced that all right holders whose rights are due 
to expire in 2015, would be granted an exemption 
until 29 February 2016.

During the process leading up to and applying for 
fishing rights, Oceana:

•	 Monitors	proposed	policy	and	legislative		 	
 changes;

•	 Engages	with	DAFF	and	Parliament	on		 	
 proposed legislative and policy changes;

•	 Consults	on	policy	development	processes	
 with government, business and labour.

During 2005/6 the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) allocated fishing rights to 
various right holders for a period of eight to 15 years. 
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The Oceana Empowerment Trust holds 10,2% of the 
ordinary shares in Oceana Group Limited on behalf of 
the black employee beneficiaries.
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I-Oceana Empowerment Trust inezabelo eziyi 10.2% 
Kwi-Oceana Group Limited egameni lababonelelwa  
babasebenzi abamnyama.
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Namens die swart begunstigde werknemers hou die  
Bemagtigingstrust ‘n aandeelhouding van 10.2% in 
Oceana Groep Beperk.
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AREAS OF FOCUS

Lobster
In South Africa clear sustainability objectives have been put into effect by the Department of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF), and the total allowable catch (TAC) for lobster in the 2014/2015 season 
was reduced by 17%. The reduction in TAC during the 2014/2015 season was put into effect to restore 
the biomass to 2006 levels by 2021. However an increase is expected for the 2015/2016 season of 6.8%. 
In order to meet the market’s demand, LSF is increasing procurement of lobster through its partnerships 
with other commercial quota holders and small-scale-fishers.

Squid
Stock levels of squid are cyclical in nature and the entire industry is sensitive to fluctuations in the
volume of catches landed. In 2014, there was a 13% decrease in squid landings which resulted in LSF 
reporting further losses for the previous financial year. However, there was a 40% increase in catches for 
the second half of the financial year which pointed to a possible swing in the cycle. It is pleasing to note 
that there was a 201% increase in landings of squid compared to the previous year, resulting in a return 
to profitability for the squid business.

To ensure that the business remains profitable on a sustainable basis, there was a significant focus on 
reducing the cost structure of operations and maximising catch performance. This has enabled the 
business to be profitable on a more sustainable basis given the cyclical nature of the squid fishery.

In May 2005, the then Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism: Marine 
and Coastal Management (DEAT: MCM) published the long term rights fishing 
policies. The Oceana Group and its subsidiary fishing companies, along with all 
fishing companies in South Africa, had to apply to secure commercial fishing 
rights for a period of between ten and 15 years. After months of deliberation, 
MCM released their decisions on the rights application process. The results 
affected some of the sectors in which we operate, and overall the Total Allowable 
Catch (TAC) for most species was reduced.

Over the past ten years, the TAC’s have been reduced annually to assist in 
rebuilding declining fish stocks. This is reduction is good for the species, and 
although it impacts heavily on the fishing industry in the short term, the benefit 
to the species and the fishing companies will be realised over the long term. For 
now, we have to work with what we are given, and in order for Oceana Lobster to 
remain operational and to maintain its workforce, we have to focus on retaining 
our existing fishing rights which were to expire at the end of July 2015. However, 
the Minister of the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing (DAFF) has 
announced that these rights will be extended until the end of February 2016. 

Our main focus will be to work through the rights application process and the 
application forms later this year to ensure that our lobster business remains 

French fries
LSF markets its value added potato products 
through Lambert’s Bay Foods, which has become 
the third largest supplier of frozen French 
fries in South Africa. The French fries business 
continues to perform well and returned to 
profitability last year thanks to healthy margins 
due to improved pricing and efficiency. In 2015 
the French fries business remained profitable, 
despite a 14% decline in sales volumes. 

There is a continued drive to source more 
potatoes from the Western Cape region as this 
helps in reducing input costs and ensures a 
consistent supply that delivers on the promise 
of quality for the customer. We anticipate 
that further initiatives to improve efficiency 
will contribute to improved margins in this 
operation.

compliant with all the criteria for the renewal of long term rights, and that we are 
best positioned for a successful renewal process.

From our perspective this means that we have to catch all our fish, comply with 
all laws and regulations, and ensure that we do not incur any fines or penalties 
which may affect us negatively. The business is also collaborating with DAFF on 
the small scale fisheries policy implementation in order to assist these industry 
players with access to our factories, marketing channels, skills transfer and 
expertise.

Over the past decade we have consistently converted our lobster fishing rights 
into value for all our stakeholders, while at the same time making a measurable 
contribution to broad-based transformation. One of the main outcomes of the 
Fishing Rights Allocation Process for Oceana is to ensure that our employees 
have job security for the future and that the communities in which we operate 
also benefit from our presence.

Our appeal to the DAFF decision makers is to take account of where rights holders 
have measurably contributed to Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment. 
We also encourage DAFF to ensure that the long term rights application process 
will be a fair and transparent one, where we are evaluated not only by our 
performance, but also how we have created value for all our stakeholders.

 It is imperative that all users of the lobster resource be consulted on the rights 
policies that will be published for comment later this year. Our proposal to DAFF 
is to involve all users at an early stage, thereby facilitating a transparent and 
robust policy development process.

Over the past year the squid industry has seen improved catches compared to 
the previous three years, where catches, especially during 2013, were at all-time 
lows.

PROFILE

Lobster, Squid and French Fries (LSF) 

The importance of retaining fishing rights 
for Oceana Lobster 

Oceana’s LSF division has three separate business units which fall under the care of Managing 
Director, Suleiman Salie until the 30th November 2015. As from the 1st December 2015, Jayesh 
Jaga will take over the role of managing director of the LSF division. In our next edition we will 
do an interview with the new managing director. At its core, LSF is involved with the catching, 
processing and marketing of rock lobster, squid, and French fries.

In 2015, the LSF division recorded a turnover of R412,1 million with an operating profit of 
R46,6 million. The synergies in administration and marketing across all three business units 
allow for highly efficient management which results in healthier profit margins for the division.

A fishing company exists because it has access to fishing 
rights, and the ability to catch and process fish to generate 
a profit. If a company is unable to catch fish, they do not 
have a business and cannot create jobs.
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Historically, the squid closed season lasted for five weeks during October and 
November, however, due to the decreased catch rates and the absence of 
squid in the southern waters, a second closed season was implemented by the 
Department of Agriculture (DAFF) in consultation with the squid industry.

The initial indications are that the additional three month closed season is positive 
for the resource, as there has been an upswing in the squid catches for Calamari 
Fishing and the industry. The longer closed season will be tested again this year. 

The squid resource is managed by the Total Allowable Effort (TAE) which has 
further been reduced to give the resource a chance to recover. The squid 
species has a very short life span and are strongly influenced by changes in their 
environment. According to a study done by Mike Bergh of Ocean and Land 
Resource Assessment Consultants, it appears that the squid industry is “at some 
risk of the proposed off-shore phosphate mining off Mossel Bay”. The closed 
season therefore means that the squid resource has an opportunity to grow and 
recover. 

Another contributing factor to the increased squid catches is the fact that 
between December 2014 and January 2015, there were no red tide incidents 
along the South Coast. Previously red tide occurred in the best months of the 
squid fishing season – December, January and February, reducing the TAE.
The business and the industry will benefit from increased squid catches and 
restore the squid fishing sector to its original heyday.

CALAMARI FISHING
Squid fisheries see upswing in catches

In broad terms, it desirable for Oceana Lobster to pool our lobster resources with 
that of small scale fishers, and to partner in ventures where we make available 
our factories, markets and skills. The models we envision will enable value to be 
added to the lobster and fish harvested by the small scale fishers. Communities 
all along the West Coast of South Africa, as well as around the Cape Peninsula, 
will benefit from this collaboration in terms of job creation and the transfer of the 
necessary skills and expertise.

As a practical example of enabling small scale fishers to participate in the lobster 
value chain, Oceana will partner with small scale cooperatives to utilise our 
existing factories in Hout Bay, St Helena Bay, Elands Bay and Saldanha, where 
fish from small scale fishers can be stored and processed. 

Through access to these facilities, secondary cooperatives will be enabled to 
value add the fish harvested by primary cooperatives. Products will comply 
with international food safety standards. Oceana Lobster can ensure access 
to an established transport and logistics network providing small scale fishers 
access to well-established markets and market information, both locally and 
internationally. 

There is also the possibility of pooling Oceana’s commercial quotas with that 
of small scale fishers to ensure that our facilities operate at its capacity, and to 
ensure that small scale fishers are able to earn a sustainable livelihood. A fully 
operational facility also means that there is less likelihood for the factory to close 

or to reduce its staff, thereby contributing towards employment opportunities in 
the communities where the factories are situated.

The model makes provision for the transfer of Oceana’s skills and expertise 
to the fishers who will then be able to use these skills to add value to their 
businesses. This collaboration with the small scale fishers and their communities 
will also benefit by way of Oceana’s enterprise development and our numerous 
community social investment projects. However, the over-arching purpose of this 
model is to retain current jobs and to create additional jobs for the communities 
along the coast.

Oceana’s enterprise development initiatives will benefit the small scale fishers by 
allowing them access to administrative and financial advice, providing business 
management support, as well as sales and marketing support, specifically to 
those entities that are black-owned. 

Oceana will also provide a platform for these ventures to have access to 
government funding in the form of grants and loans, as well as providing a 
platform to manage industry compliance and regulations.

The benefits of a collaborative effort are manifold and in the best interests of not 
only Oceana Lobster and small scale fishers, but also in the best interests of the 
communities along the Western Cape coast that rely on the fishing industry for 
their livelihood.

Oceana Lobster is investigating a collaboration with the Department of Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fishing (DAFF) and the small scale fisheries sector to develop sustainable business models 
that will achieve the objectives of the Small Scale Fisheries Policy. There is a need to create 
a sustainable small scale fisheries model where cooperatives participate and share in the full 
seafood value chain.

Oceana Lobster’s involvement in the 
SMALL-SCALE FISHERIES SECTOR

Sources:
1. 2014 Status of South African Lobster and Squid Fishery – Mike Bergh (OLRAC). Available: 

http://www.oceana.co.za/sites/default/files/2014%20Status%20of%20West%20Coast%20

Rock%20Lobster,%20South%20Coast%20Rock%20Lobster%20and%20Squid.pdf

2. SASMIA. Squid Research – Introduction. 2015. 

 http://www.bcre.org.za/sasmia/?p=squidintro.htm&n=7.
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The West Coast rock lobster resource in South Africa is managed by means of 
an Operational Management Procedure (OMP) which is used to determine the 
global Total Allowable Catch (TAC) for this species. The TAC is calculated by 
information from the commercial catch-per-unit-of-effort, Fishing Independent 
Monitoring Survey and scientific data collected on the growth rates of the 
species. 

In the last round of deliberations during the 2014/2015 period to determine the 
TAC percentage reduction, the increased levels of poaching and illegal fishing 
at 25% were also taken into consideration when developing the mathematical 
model.

All the data collected in the different fishing areas is used to determine the TAC 
in a particular area (known as a fishery), and to calculate the percentage reduction 
in the TAC which will be beneficial to the rebuilding of stock. Other measures 
implemented to help the stock recover include a closed season, when no fishing 
is allowed while the lobster females are carrying eggs, and exploring new lobster 
fishing areas north of Lamberts Bay along the West Coast.

Oceana Lobster also played an extensive role in supporting DAFF to minimise 
the walkout of lobster along the West Coast caused by the occurrence of red 
tide in March 2015.

During these red tide incidents, DAFF made allowances to the effect that Oceana 
could make its lobster rights available to the small scale fishermen in Elands Bay, 
so that they could assist Oceana to catch lobster before they walked out of the 
ocean. Oceana also played a leading role in respect of managing the red tide 
crisis on the ground for the industry by attending meetings and reporting back to 
both the communities and DAFF. The people of Elands Bay’s small scale fishing 
community regard this operation as a success story, as it helped them empower 
their community - for the first time in years, the fishermen earned an income over 
the Easter holiday season. The aim of this collaboration was firstly, to protect 
the resource and secondly, to return value into the communities by paying them 
catching fees.

Oceana regards itself as a responsible corporate citizen within the Hout Bay 
community. Following reports of effluent spillage into Hout Bay in April 2013, 
the group commissioned an independent investigation into the storm water and 
effluent release process in harbour.

The cause of repeated effluent spills in Hout 
Bay Harbour was traced by contractors SRK 
Consulting, to a large hole in the main sewage 
line running adjacent to the quay.

The large scope of the project required a cast of 
experts in various fields. A Civils Assessment was 
conducted by Trevor Stander Land Surveyors, 
who provided a detailed layout of the sewer and 
storm water system, while Wasteman Sight Lines 
followed up with internal and external CCTV inspections of these pipes.

A large hole was found in the main sewage line and indications showed that 
sewage and effluent would spill out whenever the pipe flow was more than 75% 

DAFF and Oceana collaborate to protect the 
lobster specie

OCEANA INVESTIGATES EFFLUENT SPILL 
TO FIND THE LEAK

This initiative serves as a success story which shows how DAFF has facilitated the 
mutually beneficial collaborations between a commercial fishing company and 
small scale fishers to ensure that the fallout relating to red tide was minimised 
and helped to protect the lobster resource.

The success and teamwork of this DAFF-sanctioned operation can be summed 
up in the words of Charles Darwin: “In the long history of humankind…those who 
learned to collaborate and improvise most effectively have prevailed.”

1. 2014 Status of South African Lobster and Squid Fishery – Mike Bergh (OLRAC)

full. This was brought to the urgent attention of City of Cape Town Water and 
Sanitation, and the Department of Public Works who ensured that repair work 
was quickly undertaken and a large section of the pipeline was replaced.

SBK’s investigation also illustrated how the 
sewage pipes carried effluent from the Fishmeal 
factory as well as the upstream catchment areas in 
Hout Bay precinct, while the storm water system 
was separate and operated independently of the 
sewage system.

“Thanks to the investigation, a major source of 
effluent spillage was traced and the problem 
resolved. In addition, the investigation identified 
the need for dedicated staff to monitor the 

pipeline to ensure immediate reaction and possible corrective procedures in the 
event of a future spill,” says Lucky Star’s Process Engineering Manager, Kevin 
Changoo.

Oceana Lobster continuously engages with the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 
(DAFF), small scale fisheries and the Western Cape coastal communities to develop possible 
solutions to rebuild the lobster resource and minimise poaching and illegal fishing practices.

Thanks to the investigation, 

a major source of effluent 

spillage was traced and 

the problem resolved.
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Together with this renewed focus, a pilot project to 
understand the complexities of energy generation 
and distribution on board the vessels and to derive a 
way to manage this as effectively as possible has been 
started. Traditionally vessels were fuelled, stocked 
and sent to sea with an instruction to maximise 
catches and on board production to reduce cost per 
kilogram of fish and therefore enhance energy and 
fuel efficiency.

The costs associated with energy (fuel) aboard the 
vessels make up 35% to 45% of the costs of running 
a vessel. BCP believes that a captain cannot reduce 
energy consumption unless he is empowered with 
a way of understanding where the energy is being 
used/wasted.

On large freezing trawlers, such as those that BCP 
runs, fuel is consumed by the vessel’s propulsion. 
In addition, electricity generation takes place either 
off the main engine or auxiliary engines driving 
the generators to run pumps, hydraulics, factory 
machinery, ventilation, lights and safety gear.

To enable the captain to manage energy consumption 
aboard its vessels, BCP has researched international 
trends on the management of on board energy usage 
and identified a few companies which specialises in 
equipment which records where and how energy is 
being consumed. This instrumentation will enable 
the captain to manage the way in which he plans 
the voyages as well as alter the way in which the on 
board energy is being utilised.

Getting to grips with
SAVING ENERGY

An Icelandic company was contracted to perform 
a survey on the MFV Desert Diamond and Desert 
Jewel to evaluate the quality of power on board 
the vessels by measuring the power factor as well 
as harmonic distortions of power generated on the 
vessel. This survey showed that the vessels would 
benefit from the installation of a Power Factor 
correction and that the reactive power is generally 
too high and could be lowered to save energy and 
fuel. Another interesting observation was that the 
generators were running on average at about 50% 
of its capacity, indicating that some generators could 
be shut down to save fuel and maintenance costs. 
BCP is also liaising with the company to look at the 
installation of equipment to improve the quality of 
the electricity. The application of such an instrument 
on European fishing trawlers claimed to have saved 
around 10% on fuel consumption.

A Dutch company has quoted for the supply of 
eight fuel flow meters, which will enable the captain 
to observe the fuel consumption of the vessel in 
relation to the torque, shaft speed, power and 
speed accurately. The cost of acquiring the system, 
excluding installation is estimated at €28 000.

Three local companies have joined hands and offered 
a customised solution for various energy related 
problems on the vessels. This instrumentation will 
be able to measure fuel consumption and electrical 
energy generated and make recordings of the 
different energy users on the vessel. Installation of 
this instrument will be about R350 000 per vessel. The 

With Oceana Group’s acquisition of Foodcorp’s hake business, Blue Continent 
Products (BCP) now has to keep tabs on energy demands on land as well as 
vessel based operations.

local company will give BCP full back-up and support 
which will be key to the pilot project. Once sufficient 
data has been gathered for review, suggestions for 
changes to the system could be made for more 
efficient management by the captain and engineers.

At the Elbow site (former MARPRO site) BCP 
have also made progress in managing the energy 
consumption.  An Intel meter was installed in the 
main electrical supply. The electrical load demand 
and electrical consumptions as well as power factor 
and phase loads, can be viewed online by the minute. 
This provides a tool to compare the monthly bill 
with actual recorded usage, but more importantly a 
minute-by-minute view of the load demand on the 
site.

BCP identified unusual loads occurring outside 
production hours and that the power factor 
correction equipment was dysfunctional. This has 
been corrected and readings are satisfactory.

After the two main refrigeration compressors were 
identified as the highest consumers of energy, BCP 
began to look at ways to diminish the refrigeration 
plant’s energy consumption and to run it more 
efficiently.

BCP believes that these measures will result in 
maximum energy conservation and ultimately the 
savings will filter down to the products which are 
produced at the site.
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Blue Continent Products (BCP) has trialled new types 
of trawl doors on their bottom trawl hake nets in 
attempt to improve efficiencies and reduce costs. 

Trawling is the most energy intensive fishing activity. 
It consumes nearly five times more fuel per kilogram 
of fish produced compared to passive fishing 
methods such as long lining and over 11 times 
more fuel compared to purse seining. Fuel costs can 
exceed 50% of the costs during a fishing trip and 
is therefore one of the priorities when it comes to 
ensuring efficient and sustainable operations. During 
fishing using a trawling vessel, the majority of time is 
spent on towing the fishing gear. This causes a large 
amount of drag and resistance in the water which in 
turn increases the fuel consumption. It is therefore 
this area in which the biggest opportunities exist for 
curbing costs.

The drag on the gear differs from design to design, 
but there are a few steps a business can take to 
reduce costs in this regard. One of them is to use 
efficient trawl doors.

Trawl doors are designed to open the trawl (net) as 
the vessels moves forward and the trawl flies through 
the water. It is much like flying a kite in the air. 
Bottom doors are relying mostly on seabed contact 
to help spreading the doors and therefore also the 

Opening the door to fuel saving
trawl, whereas mid-water doors are effectively more 
efficient and spread the net without having contact 
with the seabed.

BCP decided to trial similar doors for bottom trawl 
fishing as are used on their mid-water trawlers. These 
doors are considered to be pelagic doors used 
primarily in mid-water (pelagic) fishing. Despite this, 
the Europeans have had much success in using the 
mid-water doors for bottom trawling.

BCP liaised with a Danish supplier and received two 
types of mid-water doors to trial on the mfv Sandile 
and mfv Realeka. A Namibian consultant with practical 
experience and success in the use of these doors was 
approached to assist with setting up the gear and 
doors according to local conditions and trawls. It 
was clear from the onset that these doors performed 
much better than the doors usually installed on 
bottom trawlers. Although the performance did 
not directly refer to immediate saving in fuel, more 
effectively spreading of the trawls and towing the 
gear in adverse weather conditions essentially meant 
more fish would be caught.

These experiments have shown BCP that much 
can be done to improve trawl gear efficiencies 
and indirectly also to saving costs towards more 
sustainable operations.

How will this be done?

•	 Enabling	 Locked	 Printing	 –	 an	 option	 on	 our	
printers that allows you to release your prints 
when you are ready to collect them. 

 When using Locked Print, it is not possible to print 
unless a password is entered on the machine's 
control panel. Your confidential documents will 
be safe from being viewed by other people 
and for reasons related to POPI (Protection of 
Personal Information).

 Imagine the following scenario – you print your 
salary slip, bank statements or confidential 
company information and you receive a call as 
you were about to collect your documents. By 
the time you get to the printer your documents 

Reducing Printing and Paper Costs
are no longer there. At this time you will probably 
be wishing you had used the Locked Printing 
option.

•	 Enabling	 Double-Sided/Duplex	 Printing	 –	 the	
average worker uses up to 10 000 sheets of 
paper per year. So that’s about 1 and a half trees 
per worker, per year. 

 You’re probably thinking, “What’s the big deal? 
My office doesn’t spend much on paper.”  What 
most people don’t realise is that for every sheet 
of paper, the company incurs storage, copying 
and printing costs, postage, disposal costs and 
recycling costs. 

 Paperwork brings to mind filing unnecessary 
complicated forms. Electronic forms can now 
make the job easier.

•	 Defaulting	all	printers	to	black	and	white	printing	
with the option of colour printing when required 
plays a massive role in cost saving.

The door on the right was used on the Sandile and 
required some contact with the seabed to achieve 
similar spreading force as the one on the left. The 
picture on the left was used on the Realeka.

Examples of the doors BCP experimented with on 
the Sandile and Realeka respectively. Note that these 
doors are similar to aircraft wings and the efficiency 
of the door is measured by the resistance it causes in 
the water vs the effective spreading force.

One of our initiatives is to reduce paper usage and printing costs within the organisation. 
Part of this initiative is also to ensure the protection and maintain privacy of documentation.

Tips for reducing office paper

•	 Use	both	sides	of	the	paper.	i.e	double	sided/duplex	copying	and	printing.

•	 Preview	documents	before	printing	–	print	only	the	pages	you	need	instead	of	printing	the	
entire document.

•	 Fit	more	words	onto	one	page	–	e.g.	smaller	fonts	and	narrower	margins.

•	 Create	an	electronic	filing	system	for	quick	easy	retrieval.

•	 Recycle,	recycle,	recycle	–	have	recycle	bins	in	prominent	places	so	people	are	reminded	to	
use them, use the back of old documents as scrap paper.

Think Before You Ink !!!
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In February 2015 Oceana Group welcomed almost 800 Amawandle Hake and 
Amawandle Pelagic employees to the group.

To successfully integrate these staff members (previously part of Foodcorp) into 
the Oceana family, the Learning and Development (L&D) team held 13 induction 
sessions to ensure a smooth transition process. These sessions also allowed the 
L&D team to interact with the staff of Amawandle Hake and Amawandle Pelagic 
and learn more about each other.

The L&D team members responsible for this integration process were: Alice 
Herselman (L&D Specialist), Nelisiwe Qwaka (HR and L&D Coordinator) and 
Candy Love (L&D Coordinator).

The induction sessions, which were conducted at Laaiplek and South Arm, were 
held during February and concentrated on introducing the staff to the diverse 
company that Oceana is. 

A video highlighting what the current employees of Oceana enjoy about working 
for the group was screened as part of this process.
With the change in working environments there were naturally concerns and 
questions from the new employees about what the future held for them, and the 
L&D team was equipped to answer their questions. By the end of the sessions 
there was much excitement about being part of the Oceana Group.

The team felt that meeting the new Oceana employees was a great experience 
and believe the sessions will go a long way to helping our new colleagues feel 
part of the team.

The Oceana Group 

WELCOMES 
new employees

A Learnerships is a work-based learning programme, 
which leads to a nationally recognised qualification 
that is registered on the National Qualifications 
Framework (NQF).

These Learnerships qualifications are directly related 
to occupations or fields of work and need to be 
approved by the relevant Sector Education Training 
Authorities (SETA).

Oceana, which falls under the Food and Beverage Sector 
Education Training Authority (FoodBev SETA), has successfully 
supported Learnerships since 2012 for the following reasons:

•	 In	order	to	address	a	scarce	skill	in	the	food	and	beverages	
manufacturing sector.

•	 In	 order	 to	 provide	 the	 beneficiaries	 an	 opportunity	 to	
acquire a qualification without being at a learning institution.

•	 To	provide	previously	disadvantaged	individuals,	in	particular	
those with disabilities, who could not access funding for 
formal studies.

The beneficiaries of these Learnerships at Oceana fall into 
two categories:

•	 Employed	staff	of	Oceana	

•	 Unemployed	 learners	 (these	 individuals	are	 sponsored	by	
Oceana as part of their development programme) 

For this financial year, Oceana has enrolled 74 employees in 
different Learnerships within NQF1, 22 within NQF2, 20 within 
NQF3 and NQF4 and one within NQF5. These are across 
various divisions.

The Oceana Group understands how important it is to nurture expertise. As 
part of the group’s training and development strategy, Lucky Star Operations 
participates in the Graduate Training Programme, run across the group, for all 
new graduate engineers who work within the division.

Since its inception in 2013, the Programme has facilitated the training and 
recruitment of both mechanical engineers and electrical engineering technicians. 
The objective is to ensure that all Lucky Star engineers and technicians have 
extensive understanding and experience in fishmeal and the canned fish 
production process, in addition to knowledge of the legislative requirements for 
the operation of the facilities.

Training and Development in action
In 2015, the division revised its engineering training programme to ensure it 
is aligned with the group’s efficiency, growth and sustainability strategy. The 
engineering discipline is a key focus for Oceana’s ongoing success. The group 
requires engineering expertise for feasibility, design, commissioning, training, 
operating manuals and technical support across all departments. Engineering also 
plays a crucial role in research and development, trouble shooting, budgeting, 
costing and process optimisation.

This is what these graduates, from the Cape Peninsula University of Technology 
(CPUT) had to say about their journey at Lucky Star... 

Oceana employees 
advance their careers 
through Learnerships
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“After matriculating in Welkom in the Free State, I registered with CPUT to study towards a National Diploma 
in Chemical Engineering. I was looking forward to the move to Cape Town.”

The working experience at Lucky Star in St Helena Bay exposed Lizwi to the complex industrial processes 
behind the operation. He is particularly interested in the heavy machines such as boilers, cookers, driers, 
decanters, scrubbers, cyclones and hammer mills.

“I find it interesting as I now get to apply the learning and experience topics that were part of my theoretical 
studies. The working experience thus far has equipped me with other important attributes such as experimental 
thinking, working as a team and the ability to communicate effectively, work under pressure and tackle 
problems,” comments Lizwi.

Working at Lucky Star has made him realise that he is  more of a practical person who enjoys getting his hands 
dirty in order to find solutions and he has thoroughly enjoyed the being part of the production team. “After 
completion of my diploma, I intend to further my studies by pursuing a B. Tech at CPUT,” he says.

Lizwi Mbewu

Londlani Rudzani Davhana
Hailing from the Limpopo Province, Londlani is currently a third year Chemical Engineering student at CPUT 
and believes that life is a learning curve. 

Always striving for the best outcome, Londlani eagerly participated in the Graduate Programme in his effort 
to grasp all opportunities that are presented.

“It is an honour to be part of the Lucky Star Graduate Programme. The environment at Lucky Star has enabled 
me to apply and enhance my knowledge and skills, and has provided me with an insightful perspective on day 
to day engineering problems,” remarks Londlani.

To date, Londlani has been drawn to the Production Management department, where he believes the exposure 
to day-to-day operations of the plant enables him to think critically in order to come up with solutions to any 
problems at hand.

Xihungasi Felicity Maphalakasi Mabunda
Xihungasi is a young, disciplined and determined lady from Waterval in the Limpopo Province. She is currently 
doing her In-service Training towards a National Diploma in Chemical Engineering.

Xihungasi says that she has found the working experience to be a challenging and an enjoyable transition 
from campus life to an industrial factory. She is still getting used to the personalities that live and work on 
the beautiful West Coast, and loves working at Lucky Star. “I am extremely appreciative of the opportunity to 
learn and grow in a company that invests in the development and training of the students in the work place,” 
she adds.

The experience at Lucky Star has offered invaluable exposure in a practical environment, and has enabled her 
ability to apply theoretical knowledge in order to conduct trouble shooting in the fishmeal plant. Xihungasi 
says that she loves the experience of being critically involved in various plant activities and projects. This 
opportunity has helped Xihungasi realise her passion for production and she hopes to gain a long career at 
Lucky Star.

Sandro Ceasar
Born in Luanda, Angola, Sandro moved to Cape Town in 2007 at the age of 17. Upon his arrival in Cape Town, 
he studied towards an N2 Mechanical Artisan qualification to gain exposure to studies in a foreign language.

After attending CPUT’s Maritime Studies National Diploma Programme between 2008 and 2009, Sandro 
joined RK offshore as a junior apprentice followed by a stint at Sonangol Tankers Shipping as a senior cadet 
where he was exposed to the maritime industry and gathered knowledge on navigational and management 
duties for a period of almost two years.

In 2012 he graduated, Cum Laude, and obtained the National Diploma in Maritime Studies from CPUT. He 
further completed the academic part of the Chemical Engineering National Diploma Programme of CPUT in 
2014, before joining the graduate programme of Lucky Star in December 2014. Sandro is currently based in 
St Helena Bay working in the Fishmeal plant, where he is exposed to fishmeal and fish oil production.

Sandro has a strong passion for research and his desired development areas are food safety, quality assurance 
as well as project management. “I’m very thankful for the opportunity to work at Lucky Star which is a company 
that empowers its staff. I aspire to learn and gain experience and grow within the company,” adds Sandro.
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Lumanye Batyi
Lumanye, 22 years old, is studying towards a National Diploma in Chemical Engineering at CPUT. He is 
currently doing in-service training at Lucky Star in Hout Bay. 

Lumanye believes that he is learning a lot from the programme. He values team work and the importance 
thereof as well as effective communication among employees. Lumanye has also learnt how to operate 
different machinery such as the boilers, cookers and decanters which he finds to be extremely interesting.

At university Lumanye loved solving problems and his favourite subject was Process Control. “I am excited to 
be able to experience the fundamental concepts of the course in a real working experience. My aim is to work 
hard, bring new ideas and work towards the company’s growth,” remarks Lumanye.

Lamla Somhlahlo
Lamla is currently in his third year of study towards a National Diploma in Chemical Engineering at CPUT, and 
is doing the in-service training at Lucky Star in Hout Bay.

According to Lamla, he thoroughly enjoys working for Lucky Star and especially joining the dots in determining 
how academic principles in the study curriculum integrate with the industry. The programme has also given 
him the opportunity to use his mathematical acumen to troubleshoot and solve various problems experienced 
at the plant.

Lamla has also learnt how chemical engineering principles - like material balances, capacities and concentrations 
at different and control parameters for example - help in understanding the operation of plant.

He finds that the group assignments received at school have helped in enhancing the concept of team work 
in the industry. Lamla remarks, “Working in a fishing industry is a very interesting job. In hindsight, I never 
realised that engineering would play such a vital role in the fishing industry and I am extremely excited to now 
be involved in this important and evolving industry.”

Tshovelo Mulunghisi Shirilele was raised in family of eight in Kurhulenni Village, Limpopo Province. Tshovelo 
clearly remembers walking the 16 kilometre round trip to school up to Grade 3 before his grandfather gave 
him his first bike which he treasured as the only source of transport and a means to continue his education. 

Since his early years Tshovelo has had a keen interest in all things mechanical. He spent much of his youth 
fixing bicycles and making toy cars out of wire. He still enjoys figuring out how machines work, and tributes 
his grandfather who worked a long career as a Plant Foreman for inspiring his interest in engineering and 
teaching him how to use his hands and mind when doing repairs.

In 2004, Tshovelo attended Hanyani High School and was torn between business or science subjects, but 
ultimately decided to concentrate on science as an exciting avenue into the field of engineering. In 2009, 
Tshovelo enrolled in the Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT) for a four year mechanical engineering 
programme. He had to support himself throughout his studies and took on tutoring other students as a means 
to earn some extra money. 

By his own account, Tshovelo had to work very hard to overcome a number of challenges in order to succeed. 
The goal of achieving his personal dreams and being able to one day support his whole family kept him 
motivated throughout his studies.

In his fourth year of study, Tshovelo applied for the Graduate Development Programme and was extremely 
grateful when his application was accepted. Oceana presented him the opportunity to earn valuable work 
experience through experiential training. Step by step, he was taken through the basics and exposed to the 
marine workshop, fish meal plant workshop and the machining plant.  Perhaps the most valuable lesson that 
Tshovelo learnt was in the art of communication to ensure he could happily navigate through the challenges 
presented by the workplace environment.

Tshovelo believes that the work experience depends heavily on the people you work with. “I feel very lucky to 
be working with the Fleet Operations Manager as he wants me to succeed and keeps pushing me to continue 
giving my best. I feel that every department deserves a manager like him,” remarks Tshovelo.

The Graduate Development Programme has enabled Tshovelo to continue on his path to realise his dreams. 
“I plan to study further my studies up to a master’s degree on mechanical engineering and to gain a good 
background on project planning and financial management. My objective is to achieve more knowledge 
within the fishing industry so that one day I can be a manager of a department anywhere within the Oceana 
Group,” he says.

FROM GRADUATE TRAINING PROGRAMME TO 
PERMANENT 
EMPLOYMENT
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Oceana Foundation conducts an independent
CSI Impact Study
In 2014 an independent research consultancy, Mthenthe, was commissioned to assess the impact 
of Oceana’s Corporate Social Investment contribution to the Hout Bay community, focussed 
specifically on Sentinel Primary School. The results of the study were released in 2015.

25

Since 2011, the Oceana Foundation has spent over R1.2 
million on CSI initiatives at Sentinel Primary School. These 
include painting of the school building, donation of digital 
smart boards, donation of a branded school minibus, 
refurbishment of a computer room with 25 new computers, 
donation of a fully-fitted feeding kitchen, and regular 
donations of Lucky Star products. 

Mthenthe conducted face-to-face interviews with the 
school principal, and held focus group discussions with 
learners, teachers and parents to quantify the impact which 
the CSI initiatives have had on their lives.

The Mthenthe report outlines a number of positive 
economic and social impacts on the school and the 
greater Hout Bay community as a result of Oceana’s investment in the school. 
Stakeholders therefore viewed Oceana as a ‘good corporate citizen’.

In the Mthenthe research, stakeholders indicated that through the donation 
of a school minibus, the school had created a revenue generating system 
with the availability of their own transport. On a daily basis the school bus 
transports learners from the community of Hangberg that attend school at the 
local primary school in Imizamo Yethu. This is at a minimal fee that generates 
much-needed income for the school. 

“Donations such as the school minibus have freed up funds for additional 
needs such as stationery for the teachers; created revenue for the bus driver’s 
salary, upkeep of the bus and petrol expenses through transporting learners 
from other schools; provided employment opportunities for two community 

Oceana Group is passionate about giving back to the communities in which 
we operate. Identifying beneficiary schools within communities such as Hout 
Bay, St. Helena Bay, Lamberts Bay and the Eastern Cape where some of our 
employees’ children attend school, allows Oceana to share the value created 
through the conversion of fishing rights. 

Each year the Oceana Foundation invests in a number of food security and 
education initiatives at beneficiary schools in these communities. In 2014 the 
Oceana Foundation invested over R3.3m into the local communities on various 
projects. Below we take a closer look at the 2014 beneficiary schools.

Beneficiary school in Port Elizabeth

Papenkuil Primary School

Papenkuil Primary School is situated in the Gelvandale community in Port 
Elizabeth. The school was established in 1967, and currently has 764 learners 
and 26 teachers. The principal, Neil Deerling has held his position as principal 
for 23 years. In 2014, the Oceana Foundation invested R488 000 in the 
refurbishment of the school. The school had not been painted in 25 years. 
The renovation work was completed in two phases over the year and included 
fencing the perimeter of the school’s property to ensure the safety of the pupils, 
cleaning and painting of the roof and exterior walls, replacement and painting 
of window frames, and the learners’ bathrooms were completely renovated 
with brand new tiling.

Beneficiary schools in St. Helena Bay

St. Helena Bay Primary

St. Helena Bay Primary School is situated in Laingville, St. Helena Bay.

members and instilled pride in the community as their 
poor school has its own bus like other rich schools,” said 
principal Amanda Engelbrecht.

According to the Mthente report, parents and teachers 
say that Oceana has changed the quality of teaching and 
the learning environment at Sentinel Primary School. The 
improved appearance of the newly-painted walls was cited 
by learners as giving increased motivation to perform well 
in class. “Stakeholders cited a change in the look and the 
feel of the school, which can be attributed in particular to 
the refurbishment of the school building,” said Awongiwe 
Mtimkulu, Mthente researcher and consultant. 

Some stakeholders attribute successes which the school 
has achieved in the last two years to Oceana’s CSI contribution. The school 
received positive acknowledgement from the Department of Education 
regarding its progress. At a recent feedback meeting with key stakeholders, 
Sentinel principal, Amanda Engelbrecht shared the results of the 2014 Systemic 
Tests where it was noted that Sentinel’s Grade 3 pass percentages in home 
language and mathematics were much higher than that of other quintile 3 and 
non-fee paying schools in 2014.

“The main finding of the research is that all the stakeholders – learners, teachers, 
parents and school principal – strongly agreed that Oceana’s Corporate Social 
Responsibility contribution to Sentinel Primary School has had a positive 
sustainable social and economic impact which has led to creating a learning 
environment conducive to providing quality education.”

The school principal, John Williams has been principal at the school for 6 years. 
There are 917 learners at the school, and 25 teachers. The school boasts an 
exceptional netball team, who has been selected to participate in the South 
African National Championship Tournaments over the past few years.

To date, the Oceana Foundation has invested more than R1m at the school. 
Projects include the donation of a branded school minibus, smart boards, 
external and internal refurbishment of the school, a school feeding kitchen, 
airconditioning units, netball gear, and Lucky Star product donations. 

Masiphathisane Primary School

Masiphathisane Primary School, a non-fee paying school, opened in 2010, with 
the capacity to accommodate 500 learners. Today there are over 1200 learners at 
the school. The majority reside in informal settlements close to the school and are 
predominantly IsiXhosa speaking. The school principal, Donavon Cleophas has been 
the principal at the school since its inception, and he is supported by 29 teaching staff. 

According to the school’s annual progress report, the school remains a symbol of 
hope to its learners and the surrounding community. The fact that the annual learner 
absenteeism rate has remained constant at less than 0.5% for the past 4 years attests 
to this fact. In 2014 the school has also achieved better academic results than all other 
schools in its circuit. 

The Oceana Foundation has invested approximately R700 000 at the school 
on initiatives that include the donation of Lucky Star product, a jungle gym for 
the Grade R class, lapdesks, kitchen utensils and appliances, a branded school 
minibus, air-conditioning units, an intercom system and arranged for the sports 
field adjacent to the school to be cleared.

In the closing remarks of the school’s 2014 annual report, Donovan Cleophas 
confirms that investments from partners like Oceana have had a tremendously 

On a daily basis 

the school bus transports 

learners from the community 

of Hangberg that attend 

school at the local primary 

school in Imizamo Yethu.

A look at the Foundation’s beneficiaries
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positive impact on the school as a whole, and attributes much of the successful 
learner performance to such investments.

EJ Malgarte Primary

EJ Malgarte Primary School is a non-fee paying school situated in Stompneus 
Bay, St. Helena Bay, and is in very close proximity to the Oceana Lobster factory. 
There are 153 learners at the school, ranging from Grade 1 to Grade 6. 

There are only 4 teachers at the school between the 6 grades, and as a result 
there are an estimated 62 learners per teacher. The lack of teachers was 
highlighted as a concern. 

The principal of the school, Linda Koopman has been in post for over 15 years. 
She is also one of the teachers teaching Grade 4 and 6. Most of the learners are 
from the surrounding communities of Laingville and Stompneus Bay.

Since 2012, the Oceana Foundation has invested approximately R300 000 on 
initiatives at the school which include the donation of a fully fitted feeding 
kitchen, lapdesks, smart boards and Lucky Star product donations.

Steenberg’s Cove Primary School

School principal, Virginia Vraagom started her journey at Steenberg’s Cove 
Primary as a learner, and later took up a teaching post at the school. She has 
been principal of the school since 2010, and is supported by 9 passionate 
teachers. There are over 239 learners at the school, ranging from Grade R to 
Grade 7. 

The school is classified as a non-fee paying school, and despite severe financial 
constraints the school still offers its learners a wide range of extra-curricular 
activities, including various sporting activities, arts and culture, and riel-dancing. 
The school also runs parent support groups to educate the parent body, and 
hosts an open day at the end of every term where parents have a platform for 
openly engaging the teachers to discuss their children’s progress.

In the past the school has engaged in regular fundraising activities in order 
to raise money for much-needed infrastructure improvement projects at the 
school. With community involvement, one of the projects the school has been 
able to raise funds for is the construction of a fully enclosed school hall. 
The Oceana Foundation has also invested over R500 000 into the school on 
projects such as donation of branded school minibus, airconditoning units, 
lapdesks, smartboards, and Lucky Star product donations.

Weston High School

Weston High School is situated in Vredenburg, and specialises in technology 
and engineering subjects. As this is the only secondary school in the region 
that offers these subjects, the school has experienced an unexpected influx 
of learners from all the surrounding communities, including St. Helena Bay, 
Saldanha Bay, and Langebaan (to name a few). There are currently over 1400 
learners at the school, and those residing in these neighbouring communities 
are transported daily to and from school. 

The school principal, Norman Cloete started his journey at Weston High School 
as a teacher 36 years ago, and has been principal at the school for over 26 
years. He is set to retire this year, but will continue his work with the school in 
a different capacity.

In 2014 the Oceana Foundation donated a fully fitted school feeding kitchen to 
Weston High School, which was valued at over R240 000.

Beneficiary schools in Lamberts Bay

PW de Bruin Primary School

PW de Bruin Primary School is one of the few primary schools in Lamberts 
Bay, and the grades range from Grade R to Grade 9. There are currently 768 
learners and 24 teachers at the school. The current school principal, Mrs Appels 
has been acting principal at the school since October 2014. She was also an 
Oceana employee, working in the HR department for a number of years. 

The Oceana Foundation has invested approximately R700 000 into the school 
through various initiatives, including refurbishment of the school library, 
donation of a fully-fitted school feeding kitchen, a branded minibus, lapdesks, 
smartboards, and Lucky Star product donations.

Graafwater Primary School

Graafwater Primary School is situated in the community of Graafwater in 
Lamberts Bay. The school is attended by 249 learners from the surrounding 
communities, and is a non-fee paying school. There are 6 teachers at the school, 
who teach Grades R to 7. 

The principal, Mr Pieters has been principal at the school since 2014, but was 
the principal at PW De Bruin (another of Oceana’s CSI beneficiaries in Lamberts 
Bay) for 15 years.  

In 2013 the Oceana Foundation donated a fully-fitted school feeding kitchen to 
the school to the value of approximately R165 000.

Lamberts Bay Primary School

Lamberts Bay Primary School is situated close to the Lamberts Bay Foods 
factory, and offers schooling from Grade R to Grade 7. There are currently 165 
learners at the school, and 9 teachers.

The current principal is Pierre Elstadt, who has been principal at the school for 
over 2 years. He has already made quite an impact at the school the two years 
as principal, and has initiated a number of fund-raising projects at the school. 
He also has a very clear vision of the future for Lamberts Bay Primary School, 
and wants to create more job opportunities for the local community members 
through initiatives at the school. 

The Oceana Foundation has thus far undertaken refurbishment work at the 
school, and has donated smartboards, lapdesks, and Lucky Star product to the 
school, all to the value of R300 000.

Beneficiary schools in Hout Bay

Sentinel Primary School

Sentinel Primary School is a non-fee paying school, and currently has over 1000 
learners and 30 teachers. The school is situated a stones-throw away from the 
Lucky Star factory in the community of Hangberg in Hout Bay. 

The principal, Amanda Engelbrecht has been principal at the school for almost 
4 years, and is a very passionate ambassador of the school. Since taking up 
the post as principal at the school, Amanda has seen Sentinel Primary School 
grow from strength to strength. She is also committed to ensuring that the 
parent body plays an active role at the school, and hosts regular parenting talks 
where parents are also incentivised to encourage participation. Parents can 
also attend after-hours computer classes at the school.

Furthermore, Sentinel Primary School has also extended the use of the school 
minibus donated by Oceana to the learners of Disa Primary in Imizamo Yethu. 
The school has therefore been able to foster long-term partnerships with the 
broader Hout Bay community in the hopes of transforming and uplifting them.  
Sentinel Primary School is one of the first schools with whom Oceana have 
partnered in Hout Bay. Sentinel Primary School and Oceana therefore have 
a long-standing relationship, and through the Oceana Foundation, we have 
invested over R1.3m in projects at the school since 2011. These CSI initiatives 
include refurbishment of the school and the donation of a fully kitted 
feeding kitchen, fully refurbished computer room, a branded school minibus, 
smartboards, lapdesks, furniture, and Lucky Star product donations.

In 2014 a CSI impact assessment was conducted at Sentinel Primary School to 
assess the impact these investments have had on the school. The primary finding 
as outlined in the research is that all stakeholders (learners, teachers, parents 
and the school principal) strongly agreed that Oceana’s CSR contribution

Silikamva High School

Silikamva High School is a fairly new school in Hout Bay, having opened their 
doors in January 2013. The school’s name means “we are the future” which 
speaks to the expectations of both learners and teachers at the school. The 
school is located next to the informal settlement of Imizamo Yethu, and the 
majority of the learners therefore come from this community.

Silikamva High School currently accommodates over 400 learners, and offers a 
wide range of subjects including languages, mathematics, sciences, business 
studies, tourism, life orientation, and arts and culture. The principal, Angus 
Duffet has been principal at the school since its inception, and is supported by 
18 teachers.   

As the school is a non-fee paying school, it relies entirely on funding from 
the Western Cape Education Department and charitable donations from 
stakeholders such as Oceana. 

Since 2013 the Oceana Foundation has invested approximately R600 000 into 
the school on projects including the donation of a branded school minibus, 
feeding kitchen, Lucky Star product and funding of a life-skills training 
programme for Grades 8 and 9.   

Oranje Kloof Primary School

Oranje Kloof Primary School is located in Hout Bay. There are currently 1162 
learners at the school, who are predominantly isiXhosa and Afrikaans speaking. 
The majority of the learners live in the nearby informal settlement of Imizamo 
Yethu, which is a community with very little infrastructure for sustainable living 
and houses over 30 000 residents. 

The school offers tuition ranging from Grade R to Grade 7. The current principal, 
Ms Makae has been acting principal at the school for almost 2 years, and is 
supported by 37 teaching staff. 

The Oceana Foundation has invested over R250 000 into CSI initiatives at the 
school since 2012, which includes the donation of a school feeding kitchen, 
lapdesks, furniture, and Lucky Star product.
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HOUT BAY
Sentinel and Silikamva Primary

At a handover ceremony held at Sentinel Primary School in February 2015, the Oceana Foundation 
handed over the keys to a fully-kitted feeding kitchen and a refurbished computer room with 25 
new computers and new server to Sentinel Primary School’s principal, Amanda Engelbrecht.

Prior to this most recent donation, the Oceana Foundation also invested in a number of projects 
at the school, which includes painting of the school buildings, provision of digital smart boards, 
donation of a branded school minibus and regular donations of Lucky Star products.

Due to this long-standing investment into the school, it was important for Oceana to assess the impact 
that these investments were having on the teachers and learners at Sentinel Primary School, as well as 
the broader impact on the surrounding Hout Bay community. The decision was taken to commission 
an independent impact assessment at the school, the results of which were also presented at this 
handover ceremony that day.

As a token of appreciation for all the support that the Oceana Foundation has given Sentinel 
Primary School over the years, the principal, Amanda Engelbrecht and a number of learners 
present Oceana with a beautiful work of art signed by all the teachers and learners at the school. 
The intention is for this artwork to be put on display at Oceana House in Cape Town.

The donations on the day however were not limited to Sentinel Primary School. Keys to a branded 
school minibus were also handed over by Oceana Group CEO, Francois Kuttel to Silikamva High 
School’s principal, Angus Duffet.

Among the guests at the event were members of the Oceana Group Executive, as well as a 
number of officials from the Department of Education, Department of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries and City of Cape Town. 

PORT ELIZABETH
Papenkuil Primary School 

At a formal event on 12 November 2014, the Oceana 
Foundation shared its investment of R488 000 applied 
towards the refurbishment of Papenkuil Primary School 
in Port Elizabeth with its stakeholders. This aligns with 
Oceana’s CSI strategy, which focuses on food security 
and education initiatives in the communities in which it 
operates. As Port Elizabeth is home to Oceana’s Calamari 
Fishing Division and many of our employees live in the area, 
the decision was taken to invest at this school. Many of our 
employees’ children attend Papenkuil Primary School. As 
it has not been refurbished or painted in 25 years, it was 
identified as a worthy beneficiary school in much need of 
assistance. 

The refurbishment work at the school was completed 
in two phases over the year, and included fencing the 
perimeter of the school’s property to ensure the safety of 
the pupils, cleaning and painting of the roof and exterior 
walls, replacement and painting of window frames, and 
the learners’ bathrooms were completely renovated with 
brand new tiling.

For the school’s principal, Neil Deerling, the refurbishment 
of the school is the realisation of a long-held dream. “Since 
my appointment at the school more than 10 years ago it 
has been a dream of mine to have the school painted as it 
is such a landmark in the community.  When Oceana came 
to the school with the offer I was very excited as this was 
much needed by the school,” said Mr Deerling. “Now 
that the school is painted the kids and teachers are more 
positive about coming to a place which looks so much 
better.”

One of the teaching staff at the school said that the 
teachers and learners at the school now have a renewed 
sense of pride in their school as it is now one of the most 
beautiful schools in the area. From his comments it is 
evident that this initiative has had a very positive impact.

By supporting this initiative in the Port Elizabeth community, 
Oceana was able to demonstrate its commitment to giving 
back to the communities in which it operates, and create 
value where it is needed.

The Oceana Group CEO, Francois Kuttel said, “Some of 
the pupils at Papenkuil Primary are the children of our 
employees, so we are proud to make an investment which 
improves their learning environment and makes their 
school a more pleasant place to spend their days.” 

Oceana Foundation’s handover events
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Oceana gives homes 
to 9 families who lost homes in devastating 
fires in Hout Bay
The 9 families who were left homeless after the devastating fire that swept through 
Hangberg in April of this year were handed keys to their new homes thanks to a 
donation from the Oceana Foundation on 24 June 2015. The Nutec homes which the 
Oceana Foundation donated provide a house that is fire and water resistant, and which 
will maintain a comfortable interior temperature in both winter and summer.

A handover event was hosted in the Hangberg Multipurpose Hall by the Hout 
Bay Civic Association (HBCA) who had made the appeal to Oceana Group to 
assist in building new homes for the affected families. The honourable King of 
the Khoisan, King Kadi was the special guest at the heart-warming ceremony; 
while members of the heroic local fire-fighting team who helped quench the 
blaze also made a guest appearance. Roscoe Jacobs from the HBCA thanked 
Oceana on behalf of the Hangberg community for their assistance in the 
community’s time of need.

Francois Kuttel, Oceana Group’s CEO stated at the handover ceremony that 
“For Oceana, working with the people of Hout Bay is important, the solutions 
we offer need to be solutions that work and that meet real needs of the 
community,” and “Because of our long association with Hangberg residents, 
some of whom work at the factory in the town, we engaged with community 
leaders and the families involved so that the most urgent needs could be 
addressed in the best possible way. Generally the Oceana Foundation focuses 
its social investment in either education or food security projects; as we believe 
this is the best way to empower communities for the future, but when we heard 
of the suffering in a community which is so close to our hearts we felt compelled 
to offer our assistance.” 

One of Oceana’s employees, Michelle Opperman and her family were the 
recipients of a new home after the fire left her family homeless. Employees 

The Hout Bay Civic Association thanks Oceana for their donation of houses to 
the families affected by the fire in Hout Bay. From left to right photographed 
is Dan Japhta (Oceana), Roscoe Jacobs (HBCA), Lea Conrad (Oceana), James 
(HBCA), Renzke Treu (Oceana) and Natasha (HBCA).

Oceana officially hands over the houses to representatives of each of the 9 
affected families.

The honourable King of the Khoisan, King Kadi and his delegation were special 
guests at the heart-warming ceremony.

throughout the Oceana Group were also given the opportunity to donate 
blankets and non-perishable food items to help those families who lost 
everything in the fire. 

“We understand the devastation that a natural disaster like this causes in the 
lives of those who lose their possessions and indeed the roof over their heads. 
And we are proud that we have been able to play a part in helping people out,” 
said Kuttel.

C O R P O R A T E  S O C I A L  I N V E S T M E N T
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Arechanab Community Trust hands over N$3.5 million multi-purpose 
school hall at Omakange
A multi-purpose school hall was donated to the community of the Ismael Kamati Tjimuhiva Combined School 
at Omakange by the Arechanab Community Trust on 18th September 2015. Funding for socio-economic 
development projects is allocated via the Arechanab Community Trust (the Arechanab Trust), which owns 
shares in the Arechanab Fishing and Development Company (AFD). The funding is boosted by contributions 
from Erongo Seafoods (ESF) and Cerocic Fishing. EME has 50% shareholding in AFD, 39% in ESF and 48% in 
Cerocic, respectively. The rest of the shares in these companies are held by empowered Namibians.

The cost of the construction of the hall which was funded by the Arachanab Trust was at a cost of N$3.5 
million. The donation includes the installation of solar power, a fully fitted industrial kitchen with a walk-in 
freezer unit, and the erection of water towers. Before the donation, the learners from this disadvantaged 
community had to eat out in the open while meals were prepared on an open fire in a makeshift shack on 
the school property.

Speaking at the event, Minister of Fisheries and Marine Resources Hon Bernhard Esau, applauded the 
Arechanab Community Trust and its related businesses for not only demonstrating this willingness, but for 
delivering on this call by making a definitive impact on the lives of this community.

Oceana’s Namibian operations provide significant 
employment for the local community 
Investment in community development continued in 2015 with the following 
key projects:

Learners at the Ismael Kamati Tjimuhiva Combined School at Omakange gathered at the school on Friday, 
18 September 2015, for the official hand-over ceremony of their new multi-purpose school hall built at a 
cost of N$3.5 million by Arechanab Community Trust by the Minister of Fisheries and Marine Resources, 
Hon. Bernhard Esau. The donation includes the installation of a fully fitted industrial kitchen, solar power 
and erection of water towers.

Minister of Fisheries and Marine Resources, Bernhard Esau inaugurating 
the new classrooms with Muetulamba Shingenge of Ceret, chairperson 
of Ongandjera Traditional Authorities Sakeus Shikongo and Ruacan 
Constituency Councillor Abasta IIpinge.

The Onamatanga Primary School new 
classrooms.

Onamatanga Primary School gets new classrooms
The Onamatanga Primary School of Ruacana constituency in the Omusati region received a three-classroom  
building donated by Erongo based fishing companies, Erongo Marine Enterprises and Gendev on 
18th September 2015. The building also includes an administrative room and a solar power system.  
The construction of the building, funded by the Erongo based fishing companies, was at a total cost  
of N$1,3 million. 

The Minister of Fisheries and Marine Resources, Bernhard Esau, officially inaugurated the building and 
described the construction of the building as a milestone in the country's socio-economic development. 

Before this donation, children from the Onamatanga community had to walk more than 40 kilometres to and 
from Tjimuhiva Combined School (CS) at Onamatanga village. The school previously had only two classrooms 
and a storeroom, which meant that different grades had to be combined and taught in the same classrooms. 

The Minster stated that the new building ensures that the basics as well as the necessary facilities are 
available for the learners’ learning process.

Minister of Fisheries and Marine Resources, Bernhard 
Esau pictured during the launch of the first Fish-4-Business 
concept store in the Onandjila Village near Okahao.

Fish-4-Business Programme
Erongo Marine Enterprises’ flagship corporate 
social development programme called Fish-4-
Business was officially launched in the Onandjila 
Village near Okahao in the Omusati Region on 19th 
September 2015 by the Minister of Fisheries and 
Marine Resources, the Honourable Bernhard Esau. 
The Fish-4-Business project done in partnership 
with Etosha Fishing and SME Compete, supports 
small business entrepreneurship in rural Namibia 
through empowerment and skills development, 
enabling shop owners to grow their business 
whilst creating and sustaining jobs. This directly 
contributes to poverty alleviation, increased local 
fish consumption and food security.

The total capital injection for the first shop was 
in excess of N$300,000.00. The Fish-4-Business 
project is uniquely different from other fish selling 
projects initiated by industry partners in the past 
in that it focuses on small business owners in rural 
communities, giving them the opportunity to not 
only empower themselves through the selling of 
fish, but also through specialised SME business 
training.

The Minister stated that a team effort is needed 
to enhance food security, alleviate poverty and 
improve the livelihoods of people within the rural 
communities, and he was delighted to see the 
group effort by Erongo Marine Enterprises, Etosha 
Fishing and SME Compete in making this a reality.

Taimi Amukwaya, the owner of Fish Shop No.1, addresses 
dignitaries and the community at the official launch 
ceremony of Erongo Marine’s Fish-4-Business initiative at 
Onandjila Village.
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2014 AND 2015 WINNER
MOST EMPOWERED LISTED COMPANY

FOR THE SECOND CONSECUTIVE YEAR, THE MOST EMPOWERED LISTED COMPANY

2015 WINNER MOST EMPOWERED LISTED COMPANY

On the surface, a fishing company.

Deep down so much more.

Voted South Africa’s Most Empowered Listed Company, we’re committed to a sustainable future. We have implemented 
strategies to protect our waters, empower our workers and support our communities. Because we believe that tomorrow has 
the potential to be better than today.
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